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Abstract 
For my master's thesis, I have decided to conduct a piece of research into the biggest online 

multiplayer game, World of Warcraft. I have looked into the possibility of using player-generated 

innovation to enrich this product. One of the most significant reasons why I decided this was 

important and interesting is the fact that this game has over 11 million players, many of whom 

are well educated and talented, making them a great possible source of free innovation. 

Consequently, I settled on the following research topic: Using Open Innovation in online gaming, 

on the example of Blizzard Entertainment 

I have decided to take on a descriptive approach of all the opportunities and challenges facing a 

gaming company willing to open themselves to user-generated innovation. In order to familiarize 

myself with the topic, I have made use of various innovation theories, together with innovation 

research done so far, and have tried to fit them into an online community setting. Finally, I have 

analyzed the results of my primary data, gathered from a survey and in-depth interviews. One  of 

the most important measures in this research is clearly the level of motivation of players willing 

to use their free time in order to innovate. This was one of my main concerns, since it would be a 

crucial element in any attempt to convince a gaming company of the value of investing in open 

innovation. 

As a result of my research, I have been able to conclude that investing in open innovation should 

be strongly considered by gaming companies. I have found that the majority of players would 

spend their time, and use their skills, to innovate for the good of the game. Moreover, I was able 

to find examples of user-created content that have already been incorporated into live gaming and 

which boast quality and innovation which represent an advance on Blizzard’s original work.  

This proves that the quality of user-generated innovation is definitely worth considering. The fact 

was that users had to actually tune down their creations in order to be able to use them in game.  

To conclude, I would state that players are indeed a viable source of innovation for Blizzard and 

other online gaming companies. Taking this path, those companies will not only be able to reduce 

their spending on their creative departments, but also be able to introduce more radical, user-

focused innovation which might possibly give them a serious competitive edge. I am also  

convinced that once users are able to actually take part in the creation of ‘their’ game, their 

loyalty and interest in the product will also greatly increase, further benefiting Blizzard. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Rationale for this thesis 

 
In the modern world, the success of a business depends mostly on continuous innovation. With 

the degree of competition and the ease with which the supplier of a given product/service can be 

changed, companies face an ongoing challenge. This is also the case among game developers. In 

the past, technological progress was faster and more radical, and as such, it was considerably 

easier to attract customers with a new product. Also to be considered are the previous goals 

(amounts of units sold) which, when met, made a product a success.  Nowadays, all companies 

have access to the same or at least similar technology. Success depends then on a perfect balance 

of satisfying different groups of customers with the same product. Current top-selling games sell 

in millions of units1

 

. The market has grown exponentially, yet it can still be considered a young 

one, and as such there is still considerable scope for innovation in a number of directions.  

I have been a World of Warcraft player for the last five years, during this time I was been 

continuously playing the same game, paying 100DKK every month, amounting to 6,000 DKK in 

total. Many companies would love to have such customers, and Blizzard was successful in 

attaining them. The numbers of players continued to grow until they reached 11 million. Since 

then, this has leveled off, with many ‘old’ players getting ‘burned out’ and new players being less 

consistent customers than was previously the case. I started thinking what Blizzard could do to 

produce a better product and involve gamers to a greater extent in the World of Warcraft. As both 

a student and a gamer, I decided to investigate the possibility of using WoW players as a source 

of innovation. I considered writing my thesis about WoW a long time ago as I was always 

passionate about this subject, but only since I have taken the class in Open Innovation, have I 

realized how great a potential this innovative method could provide for WoW.  

 

 

                                                 
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_best-selling_video_games#Top_PC_sellers_by_genre 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

After carefully evaluating all the angles I could choose to write the thesis from, I decided to limit 

my problem statement to: 

 

Using Open Innovation in Online gaming on the example of Blizzard Entertainment 

1.3 Objectives 

From a theoretical point of view, I wanted to check which innovation theories could be used to 

gain gamers as a source of innovation. The company of my choosing has over 11 million players 

in WoW alone, as such it was also interesting to try to establish which type of players among this 

great number would be able to offer the most profitable help. 

In practical research, first and foremost, I wanted to check if current WoW players would ever be 

interested in actually creating content for their game free of charge. Following on from this, I 

wanted to know what kind of skills these people posses and what amount of time they could 

spend on this work.  

In the end, my aim was to supply my thesis with enough data to enable me to make viable 

recommendations for the company. Furthermore, I wanted to see some actual results of the 

players' creative efforts. 

1.4 Method 

All the theories I have used for my thesis have come from studying at Copenhagen Business 

School. Definitely most useful were the theories I learned while taking the class in Managing 

User-Driven Innovation, led by Assistant Professor, Dr. Marion Poetz.  

In order to gather data, I have used quantitative as well as qualitative research methods. For 

quantitative research I have conducted an online survey using www.surveymonkey.com thanks to 

which I have attained close to 700 replies.  

For qualitative research I have conducted 37 in-depth interviews. I started the interviews using 

the pyramiding method, but due to unsatisfactory results I had to abandon this method and try to 

reach my target group directly.   
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1.5 Limitations  

One of the main limitations of my thesis relates to the scope of the research I was able to 

undertake. When there are over 11 million players of the game, it is extremely hard for one 

researcher to question even 1% of the population. I was able to receive close to 700 replies to my 

survey, all of the respondents had already learned about my research from game-related sites. It 

should be correct to assume that only part of the player base actually visits game-related web 

sites, and as such these players will be among the most passionate gamers.  

When it comes to qualitative research, I was able to conduct 37 interviews. I started by using the 

pyramiding method which turned out to be inappropriate for the necessarily limited scope of my 

work.  

2. Literature Review 

2.1 User innovation 

We define innovation broadly as a new match between a need and a solution. The novelty can be 

in solution or the need, or in relation between them.2

In the traditional new product development process, manufacturers first explore user needs, and 

then develop responsive products. Developing proper understanding of a user need is neither 

simple, nor fast or cheap. As a result, the traditional approach is under increasing stress as user 

needs change more rapidly, and as firms increasingly seek to fill those needs. 

 

Research has shown that some of the most important and novel products and processes have been 

developed by users—both user firms and individual end users3. Von Hippel found that users were 

the developers of about 80% of the most important scientific instrument innovations, and also the 

developers of most of the major innovations in semiconductor processing. Shah, S.K. 4

                                                 
2 Terwiesch, Ch. & Urlich, K.T. (2009) Innovation Tournaments  Harvard Business Press 

 found that 

the most commercially important equipment innovations in three sporting fields tended to be 

developed by individual users. But when looking for actual innovators companies had to decide 

which users are the most interesting ones. Three different categories have been found: 

3 Baldwin, C., Hienerth, C., & von Hippel, E. (2006) How user innovations become commercial products: A 
theoretical investigation and case study MIT Sloan School of Management, Cambridge, MA  
4 Shah, S.K. (2000) Sources and Patterns of Innovation in a Consumer Products Field: Innovations in Sporting 
Equipment MIT Sloan School of Management Working Paper # 4105, Cambridge, MA 
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 - User-innovators seek to develop new designs for their own personal use or (in the case of user 

firms) internal corporate benefit. They do not plan selling goods or services based on their 

innovations, although they may later go into business as user-manufacturers. Designing for use 

and testing by use are the essential characteristics of user-innovators.  

- User-purchasers are satisfied to use an existing design, although they may wish to use an 

innovative or advanced model. They do not want to innovate or produce the good themselves, but 

they will pay money to acquire it.  

- Established manufacturers are already in business in some other arena. As a result, they may 

have complementary assets such as manufacturing capacity, distribution channels and brands.  

For my case of online gaming I will be concentrating on the user-innovators and user-purchasers 

as sources of ideas. 

The social efficiency of a system in which individual innovations are developed by individual 

users is increased if users somehow use what they have developed to others. Manufacturer-

innovators partially achieve this when they sell a product or a service on the open market. If user-

innovators do not somehow also diffuse what they have done, multiple users with very similar 

needs will have to independently develop very similar innovations. Empirical research shows that 

users often do achieve widespread diffusion by an unexpected means: they often “freely reveal” 

what they have developed5

                                                 
5 Von Hippel, E. (2005) Democratizing Innovation MIT Press 

. When I say that an innovator freely reveals information about a 

product or service it has developed, I mean that all intellectual property rights to that information 

are voluntarily given up by the innovator, and all interested parties are given access to it. In the 

case of online industry it posses great possibilities, as users will freely share the ideas with the 

company, even if they loose the rights for the final outcome, as they will gain from using the 

product. The practices visible in “open source” software development were important in bringing 

this phenomenon to general awareness. However, free revealing of product innovations has a 

history that began long before the advent of open source software. Allen, in his 1983 study of the 

eighteenth-century iron industry, was probably the first to consider the phenomenon 

systematically. Later, Nuvolari (2004) discussed free revealing in the early history of mine 
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pumping engines. Contemporary free revealing by users has been documented by von Hippel and 

Finkelstein (1979) for medical equipment, by Lim (2000) for semiconductor process equipment, 

by Morrison, Roberts, and von Hippel (2000) for library information systems, and by Franke and 

Shah for sporting equipment6

2.1.1 Why consider User Innovation? 

. Henkel (2003) has documented free revealing among 

manufacturers in the case of embedded Linux software.  

The evidence on user innovation frequency and pervasiveness is summarized in table below. We 

see here that the frequency with which user firms and individual consumers develop or modify 

products for their own use range from 10 percent to nearly 40 percent in fields studied to date. 

The matter has been studied across a wide range of industrial product types where innovating 

users are user firms, and also in various types of sporting equipment, where innovating users are 

individual consumers. The studies cited in table clearly show that a lot of product development 

and modification by users is taking place.  

                                                 
6  Franke, N. Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration (WU), Augasse 2–6, A-1090, Vienna, 
Austria;  Sonali Sash,  Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Sloan School of Management, Room E52-556, 50 
Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02142-1347, USA 
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7

Worth noticing is the fact that examples in the table range from the year 1988 till 2004. Since 

then even more companies and bigger businesses have acknowledged and pursued open 

innovation. Some of them are:  

 

 - Procter and Gamble announced that they were able to increase their product success rate 

 by 50% and the efficiency of their R&D by 60% by introducing the open innovation 

 concept8

 - Philips has a well-established open innovation environment

 
9

 - Siemens started a huge corporate open innovation program in 2009 

 

 - Open knowledge networks and other cooperative strategies ( classified as open 

                                                 
7 Von Hippel, E. (2005) Democratizing Innovation MIT Press, Table 2.1 
8 Enkel, E., Gassmann, O. & Chesbrough, H.(2009) Open R&D and open innovation: exploring the phenomenon: 
R&Dmanagement TheAuthors Journal compilation.Blackwell Publishing Ltd 
9 http://www.openinnovators.net/philips-builds-open-innovation-campus-in-shanghai/ 
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 source discovery initiatives) are enabling biopharmaceutical companies to access 

 disembodied knowledge-based resources critical to down stream drug development.10

Yet, today's business reality is not based on pure open innovation but on companies that invest 

simultaneously in closed as well as open innovation activities (Blizzard does only closed). The 

future lies in an appropriate balance of the open innovation approach, where the company or the 

institution uses every available tool to create successful products and services faster than their 

competitor and at the same time foster the building of core competencies and protects their 

intellectual property

 

11

 - the outside-in process: enriching the company's own knowledge base through the integration of 

customers, suppliers, and external knowledge sourcing. Within the process we can see an 

increasing awareness of the importance of innovation networks

. There are many ways to categorize theoretical developments in the field 

of open innovation. One of them is the firm's process perspective, which can be divided into three 

differentiated types: 

12, new forms of customer 

integration, such as crowd sourcing13, mass customisation and customer community integration14

- the inside-out process: refers to earning profits by bringing ideas to market, selling IP, and 

multiplying technology by transferring ideas to the outside environment 

. 

- the coupled process: refers to co-creation with complementary partners through alliances, 

cooperation, and joint ventures during which give and take are crucial for success.  

2.1.2 How to gather user generated innovation? 
 
The first step to gathering user ideas is recognition. Many companies until now are convinced 

that all R&D should be kept indoors as only there it can bring proper outcome. Usually, firms do 
                                                 
10 Minna Allarakhia,D.Marc Kilgour and  J.David Fuller, Department of Management Sciences, University of 
Waterloo, Department of Mathematics,Wilfrid Laurier University, 2009 
11 Enkel, E., Gassmann, O. & Chesbrough, H.(2009) Open R&D and open innovation: exploring the phenomenon: 
R&Dmanagement 39,4,2009. r 2009TheAuthors.Journal compilatio n r 2009Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 
12 Dittrich,K. and Duysters, G. (2007) Networking as a means to strategy change: the case of open innovation in 
mobile telephony Journal of Product Innovation Management 24,6,510–521 
13 Howe, J.(2008) Crowdsourcing: Why the Power of the Crowd is Driving the Future of Business NewYork Crown 
Publishing Group 
14 Piller, F.(2009) Thefuture of open innovation Proceedings of The R&D Management Conference, Vienna, Austria, 
June21–24 
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not look at their users as a possible source of innovation, even though they do conduct in depth 

research of user base from different angles. Fortunately, the situation is changing and firms start 

considering using outsourcing part of their R&D to the users. There are many ways to pursue this 

goal. 

2.2 Lead User Method 

Research on the sources of innovation reveals that, contrary to conventional thinking, users have 

often been the originators of commercially important product and process innovations in many 

different fields ranging from scientific instruments to sports equipment15

A first promising idea was examined via lead user theory: Users who already face needs today 

that the rest of the market will only experience in the future (being ahead of an important trend in 

a market place under study) and expect relatively high benefits from a solution that addresses 

their advanced needs (expecting high benefit from an innovation) are likely to come up with 

particularly attractive innovations. Urban and von Hippel (1988) could first give empirical 

evidence to lead user theory and showed that in the field of printed circuit CAD software 

concepts developed by lead users were more attractive to the market place than concepts 

developed by more traditional marketing research methods. The most recent and rigorous 

evidence to support lead user theory empirically is provided by Franke et al.

. But as this user 

innovation activity is not equally spread over the bulk of users, taking a closer look at what 

makes the difference between users who do or do not come up with attractive innovations 

suggested itself. 

16

 

. In their study they 

analyzed the two lead user characteristics: 

(1) Being at the leading edge of an important market trend   

(2) High expected benefit from an innovation.  

 

They found that a high intensity of lead user characteristics has a significant 

positive impact on the likeliness of generating commercially attractive user innovations. Contrary 

to previous assumptions that being ahead of an important market trend explains innovation 

                                                 
15 Von Hippel, E. (2005) Democratizing Innovation.Creative Commons MIT Press 
16 Franke, N., von Hippel, E. and M. Schreier (2006) Finding Commercially Attractive User Innovations Journal of 
Product Innovation Management, 23, 301–315. 
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attractiveness and expected benefit explains innovation likelihood, Franke et al. could first show 

that the leading edge position of a person in terms of an important market trend predicts both 

innovation likelihood and innovation attractiveness. Thus giving an indication that companies 

searching for most innovative solutions should focus on users who are at the leading edge of an 

important market trend17

 

.  

It has been known for a long time that a high benefit from an innovation positively influences an 

entity’s investment in finding an innovative solution18. The benefit depends on a person’s or 

firm’s functional role and can be derived from using an innovation or from selling it19. Although 

the users’ benefit from an innovation is more direct in nature and related to using new or 

improved products20 persons or firms can change their functional role over time, e.g. from 

benefiting as a user to benefiting as a seller or experiencing both sources of benefit at the same 

time. As any functional role is a potential source of innovation21  it is likely that lead users might 

derive their benefit not solely from using an innovation but also from selling it. But as the process 

of becoming leading edge with respect to a certain problem includes intensive preoccupation with 

existing solutions it is likely that the level of use experience effects the generation of innovative 

products and services. Lead users reflect high levels of use experience22

 

 . Schreier and Prügl 

(2006, p. 25) provide first empirical evidence and report that “lead users tend to have more use 

experience in the underlying field”.   

Further characteristics that seem to make a difference in the quality of a (lead) user’s innovation 

can be found in his/her resources at hand. Franke et al. (2006) for example provide evidence that 

users’ local resources (e.g. technical expertise) positively influence the attractiveness of an 

innovation. This is supported by Lüthje et al. (2005) who show that users employ their local stock 

of information to develop innovations. A user’s technical knowledge and skills will determine the 

                                                 
17 Schreier, M., & Prügl, R.(2008) Extending lead user theory: Antecedents and consequences of consumers' lead 
userness Journal of Product Innovation Management 
18 Schmookler, J. (1966) Invention and Economic Growth  Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press 
19 Lüthje, C. (2003) Customers as Co-Inventors: An Empirical Analysis of the Antecedents of Customer-Driven 
Innovations in the Field of Medical Equipment 32nd EMAC Conference, Glasgow, Scotland 
20 Schreier, M., & Prügl, R. 2006.  
21 Baldwin, C., Hienerth, C., & von Hippel, E. (2006) How user innovations become commercial products: A 
theoretical investigation and case study Research Policy, 35 (9): 1291-1313. 
22 Lüthje, C. (2004) Characteristics of Innovating Users in a Consumer Goods Field. An 
Empirical Study of Sport-related Product Consumers, Technovation, 24: 683-695. 
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type of solution that he/she will finally develop. Additionally to their findings with respect to use 

experience,  Schreier and Prügl (2006) further report on positive relationships between a person’s 

“lead userness” and his/her consumer knowledge (know how from various, e.g. magazines, 

beyond product usage), locus of control and innovativeness (measured by Kirton’s Adaptive 

versus Innovative Personality Inventory).   

Although it has been suggested that lead users from advanced analogue fields may be the most 

likely sources of the most radical and potentially profitable new ideas23

 

 , existing literature 

mainly focuses on analyzing users within a specific field – the target market.  

Development of Products by Lead Users  

 

Empirical studies show that many users—from 10 percent to nearly 40 percent—engage in 

developing or modifying products24

                                                 
23 Lilien, G.L., Morrison, P.D., Searls, K., Sonnack, M., & von Hippel, E. (2002) Performance Assessment of the 
Lead User Idea-Generation Process for New Product Development Management Science, 48 (8): 1042-1059 

. About half of these studies do not determine representative 

innovation frequencies; they were designed for other purposes. Nonetheless, when taken together, 

the findings make it very clear that users are doing a lot of product modification and product 

development in many fields. Studies of innovating users (both individuals and firms) show them 

to have the characteristics of “lead users.” That is, they are ahead of the majority of users in their 

populations with respect to an important market trend, and they expect to gain relatively high 

benefits from a solution to the needs they have encountered there. The correlations found 

between innovation by users and lead user status is highly significant, and the effects are very 

large. 

24 Von Hippel, E. (2005) Democratizing Innovation MIT Press 
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A second major finding of empirical research into innovation by users is that most user-

developed products and product modifications (and the most commercially attractive ones) are 

developed by users with “lead user” characteristics. The theory that led to defining “lead users” 

in terms of these two characteristics was derived as follows (von Hippel 1986). First, the “ahead 

on an important market trend” variable was included because of its assumed effect on the 

commercial attractiveness of innovations developed by users residing at a leading-edge position 

in a market. Market needs are not static—they evolve, and often they are driven by important 

underlying trends. If people are distributed with respect to such trends as diffusion theory 

indicates, then people at the leading edges of important trends will be experiencing needs today 

(or this year) that the bulk of the market will experience tomorrow (or next year). And, if users 

develop and modify products to satisfy their own needs, then the innovations that lead users 

develop should later be attractive to many. The expected benefits variable and its link to 

innovation likelihood was derived from studies of industrial product and process innovations.  

 

2.2.1 Searching for Lead User Innovations  

Manufacturers design their innovation processes around the way they think the process works. 

The vast majority of manufacturers still think that product development and service development 

are always done by manufacturers, and that their job is always to find a need and fill it rather than 
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to find and commercialize an innovation that lead users have already developed. Accordingly, 

manufacturers have set up market-research departments to explore the needs of users in the target 

market, product development groups to think up suitable products to address those needs, and so 

forth. The needs and prototype solutions of lead users—if encountered at all—are typically 

rejected as outliers of no interest. Indeed, when lead users’ innovations do enter a firm’s product 

line- and they have been shown to be the actual source of many major innovations for many 

firms- they typically arrive with a lag and by an unconventional and unsystematic route. For 

example, a manufacturer may “discover” a lead user innovation only when the innovating user 

firm contacts the manufacturer with a proposal to produce its design in volume to supply its own 

in-house needs. Or sales or service people employed by a manufacturer may spot a promising 

prototype during a visit to a customer’s site. 

 

2.3 Crowd sourcing 

Crowd-sourcing typically involves allowing mass of people to help a company or group 

accomplish its goals. Wikipedia, for example, allows people to write, correct, and update its 

encyclopaedia entries. InnoCentive exploits that strategy in the scientific realm, posting technical 

and theoretical challenges online and offering awards ranging from $5000 to $1 million for a 

solution. In broad terms crowd-sourcing transfers the idea innovation process from professionals 

to normal users. As it might have been expected, it is argued on both ways if this is good idea. 

Despite its obvious importance to the ultimate success of a firm, the idea generation process is an 

area where scholars generally still have limited insights with regard to the “ideal” process. 

Schulze and Hoegl for example, note that “how new product ideas are effectively generated still 

remains an issue of high relevance to both management scholars and practitioners”25. Usually, 

however, it is a firm’s marketers, engineers, and/or designers who take on the creative tasks in 

generating new product ideas. Based on extensive marketing research (or not) and using some 

theoretical approach to creativity in new product development (NPD)26

                                                 
25 Schulze, A. & Hoegl, M. (2008) Organizational knowledge creation and the generation of new product ideas: A 
behavioral approach Research Policy 37(10) 1742-1750 

 those professionals try to 

identify (or create) and solve a relevant consumer problem by inventing a creative solution. The 

key assumption behind that intuitive approach is that a firm’s professionals, unlike users, have 

26 Majchrzak, A., Cooper, L.P. & Neece, O.E. (2004) Knowledge reuse for innovation 
Management Science 50(2) 174-188 
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the experience and expertise required to come up with truly novel and promising ideas which 

might be appealing to broader parts of the market and might therefore lead to successful new 

products27

 

.  

On the other hand, however, it appears plausible that at least some users might have reasonably 

good new product ideas28. This idea is supported by a growing body of studies which – contrary 

to conventional wisdom – show that users often innovate for themselves and that many of those 

user innovations are characterized by high commercial attractiveness (cf. von Hippel 1988/2005). 

Probably one of the most extreme and most frequently cited examples of user innovation is open 

source software (such as Apache or Linux), which is developed exclusively by a community of 

users rather than professional software developers employed by firms29

 

. The great success of 

open source software – Apache for example, is outperforming Microsoft in terms of market share 

in the web server security software market ( Netcraft.com) – has dramatically changed the 

potential role of users in corporate NPD efforts. 

One of the key questions increasingly discussed by academics and practitioners is whether users 

are actually willing and able to come up with new product ideas that might be appealing not only 

to the individual user but also to broader parts of the market. In other words, how attractive are 

new product ideas generated by users by means of a crowdsourcing process compared to new 

product ideas generated by a firm’s professionals? This is an important question, since in the long 

run it will guide a firm’s decision whether or not to launch crowdsourcing initiatives (such as 

idea generation contests) for specific problem areas in which the firm wishes to innovate. 

Although a few studies indicate that it is at least plausible that some user ideas might be equally 

attractive or even more attractive than ideas generated within companies, most of the current 

literature would suggest the opposite. More importantly, a real-world comparison has not been 

carried out to date. It is however possible to compare the quality of professional vs. user ideas in 

few terms. First, ideas created by professionals score significantly lower in terms of novelty than 

ideas created by users. Second, professional ideas are attributed significantly lower customer 

                                                 
27 Ulrich, K.T. & Eppinger, O. D. (2004) Product Design and Development. 3rd edition. McGraw- Hill, New Jersey 
28 Jeppesen, L.B. & Frederiksen L. (2006) Why do users contribute to firm-hosted user 
communities? The case of computer-controlled music instruments Organ. Science. 17(1) 45-64. 
29 Bagozzi, R.P. & Dholakia, U.M. (2006) Open source software user communities: A study of participation in Linux 
user group Management Science 52(7) 1099-1115 
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benefit compared to user ideas. Third, ideas created by professionals tend to be significantly 

easier to realize. However, the relatively high mean statistics indicate that feasibility does not 

seem to constitute a bottleneck for the underlying ideas. Interestingly, professional ideas also 

score significantly lower than user ideas on the overall quality In addition, for all quality 

dimensions, the variances for professional and user ideas are not equal.  

 

 

 
2.4 Pyramiding 

 

Pyramiding is a search process based upon the idea that people having a strong interest in a given 

attribute or quality, for example a particular type of expertise, will tend to know of people who  

know more about and/or have more of that attribute than they themselves do30. The pyramiding 

process is quite simple in concept: one simply asks an individual to identify one or more others 

who she thinks has higher levels than she does of the sought-after attribute. The researcher then 

asks the same question to the persons so identified, and continues the process until individuals 

with the desired high levels of the attribute (‘top of the pyramid’) have been identified31

                                                 
30 Von Hippel, E., Thomke, S. & Sonnack, M. (1999) Creating Breakthroughs at 3M. Harvard Business Review 77, 
no. 5 (September - October 1999) 

. 

Recently von Hippel, Franke and Prügl (2008) have shown empirically in a number of controlled 

experiments that ‘Pyramiding search’ is a highly efficient search method for the identification of 

31 Von Hippel, E., Franke, N., & Prügl, R. (2008) Pyramiding: Efficient Identification of Rare Subjects 4720-08. 
Sloan Working Paper, Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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actors with specific rare characteristics or expertise (e.g. being a lead user) within large, poorly-

mapped search spaces under many conditions.  

In addition to this efficiency advantage ‘Pyramiding search’ holds two more method-specific 

characteristics: (1) the opportunity to learn from each actor contacted and to use this learning to 

improve the search ‘on the fly’ by modifying the search question continuously, and (2) it allows 

(or even invites) referrals to actors outside a predefined population (von Hippel, Franke and Prügl 

2008). 

2.5 Innovation Tournaments 

 
“At the most basic level, an innovation tournament is a competition among opportunities, 

embodying the Darwinian principle of the survival of the fittest.”32

                                                 
32Terwiesch, Ch. & Urlich, K.T. (2009) Innovation Tournaments  Harvard Business Press 

 Before the value from an 

exceptional opportunity is realized, as its inception it competes with many other opportunities to 

become one of the chosen few. An Innovation Tournament, like its counterpart in sports, usually 

consists of multiple rounds of competition. It begins with a large set of opportunities. A filtering 

process selects a subset to move to subsequent rounds and, from those, picks one or more 

champions. For example, in its search Zocor, Merck screened about ten thousand chemical 

compounds. Preclinical trials were started for more than a dozen of them; a handful were then 

tested in humans until the chemical compound simvastatin, which we know as Zocor, emerged as 

the winner, beating the other candidate compounds in safety and efficiency.  
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33

Several versions of basic tournament design are common. For example, you might allow 

opportunities to mutate, to bounce back to a previous phase, or to spawn multiple variants. Yet, 

the fundamental logic of creation and filtering is common to all tournaments.  

 

Distinguishing attributes of innovation tournaments: 

 

- Open Tournaments are run in the public, and anyone may enter. The strength of this type of 

tournament is that it attracts a broad range of participants, leading to a large, diverse set of 

opportunities.  

- Most Innovation Tournaments operated by the companies are closed. Employees identify the 

opportunities, and the firm keeps the proceedings proprietary (i.e. Deloittte’s Innovation Quest, 

Dow’s tournament) 

- Pure cascade tournaments do not allow the ideas to change during the elimination process (good 

example is typical sports tournament)  

- Iteration tournaments allow the initial ideas to spawn others or let the eliminated ones be 

improved and then re-enter in the competition 

- Different amount of rounds in a tournament 

                                                 
33 Terwiesch, Ch. & Urlich, K.T. (2009) Innovation Tournaments  Harvard Business Press 
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- Absolute filter tournaments evaluate an idea against a fixed benchmark or threshold of quality, 

if an innovation clears he threshold, it advances. 

- Relative standard tournaments allow the best idea to win, not because of its absolute worth, but 

because it beats the other entries. 

 

How to increase the chances of success for Tournaments? 

- Increase the average quality of the ideas.  

- Increase the quantity of the ideas.  

- Increase the variance in the quality of ideas. 

 

Where do Innovation Tournaments fit in your business? 

In the past two decades, most firms have structured the product development portion of their 

innovation efforts, often with a stage gate process. These processes have clearly defined phases, 

usually four of fire with intermediate gates, essentially go/no-go reviews. With most stage-gate 

processes, the presumption is that the target opportunity, if addressed effectively, will result In a 

successful product or service. Yet, the stage- gate process is not an innovation tournament. Phase 

gate works well at developing and advancing an opportunity after it is somewhat validated. But 

it does not help you to identify the opportunity in the first place. ( i.e. Ipod opportunity vs. a disk 

drive-based portable music collection opportunity). 

Two basic approaches enable you to identify opportunities aligned with your corporate strategy. 

You can filter a large set of opportunities using strategic considerations as the main criteria, or 

you can direct the opportunity creating process to identify opportunities that are likely to address 

strategic needs, in effect pulling opportunities from strategy. You pull ideas by identifying 

strategic targets for innovation. Your targets can then be used to influence the process of creating 

opportunities through organizational and administrative actions.  
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34

 
 

 

2. 6 Stage Gate system 

 

A stage-gate system is both a conceptual and an operational model for moving a new product 

from idea to launch. It is a blueprint for managing the new product process to improve 

effectiveness and efficiency35

 

. Although conceptually quite simple, the intricacies, design, and 

operation of stage-gate approaches are considerably more complex.  

Facing increased competition from home and abroad, maturing markets, and the heightened pace 

of technological change, corporations look to new products and new businesses for sustained 

growth and competitive advantage. The desire to develop and launch new products is obvious. 

The manager's bookshelf is replete with new books on managing innovation, launching new 

products, and managing technology. A .study by the Conference Board36

                                                 
34 Terwiesch, Ch. & Urlich, K.T. (2009) Innovation Tournaments  Harvard Business Press 

  revealed that, by an 

eight-to-one ratio, CEOs believed that their firms would be much more dependent on new 

35 Cooper, R.G. (1990) Stage-Gate Systems: A New Tool for Managing New Products  Business Horizons / May-
June 1990 
36 Hopkins, D.S. (1980) New Products Winners and Losers  ITie Conference Board, Report no. 773, New York 
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products in the years ahead. A Coopers & Lybrand survey37

Individual companies may refer to their systems by different names, and on paper they appear to 

be unique to that company. In practice, however, there is a surprising parallelism between 

different stage-gate approaches. Stage-gate systems recognize that product innovation is a 

process. And like other processes, innovation can be managed. Stage-gate systems simply apply 

process-management methodologies to this innovation process. A good analogy is the production 

process to manufacture a physical product. The way to improve the quality of output from the 

process, of course, is to focus on the process itself—to remove variances in the process. 

 reported that most companies are 

counting heavily on new product development for growth and profitability. There is good reason 

for this heightened interest in product innovation. An annual Fortune survey rates top American 

operations on a number of criteria, including "value as a long term investment." Using data 

supplied by Fortune “we studied various predictors of investment value. The results were 

provocative: The single strongest predictor of investment value is "degree of innovativeness of 

the company." The need for effective product innovation is there; are the results? Products 

continue to fail at an alarmingly high rate. In one study (Hopkins 1980), 63 percent of managers 

felt that their new product success rate was "disappointing" or "unacceptably low." The strategic 

solution is that management must get better at conceiving, developing, and launching new 

products—not just extensions and incremental improvements, but new products that give the firm 

a sustainable competitive advantage. This translates into better management of the innovation 

process. Stage gate systems are seen as one answer, 

 

38

                                                 
37 Coopers & Lybrand Consulting Group (1985) Business Planning in the Faghties: Tl.ie New Marketing Shape of 
North American Corporations New York 

 

38 Cooper, R.G. (1990) Stage-Gate Systems: A New Tool for Managing New Products  Business Horizons / May-
June 1990 
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A process is subdivided into a number of stages or work stations. Between each work station or 

,stage, there is a quality control checkpoint or gate, A set of deliverables is specified for each 

gate, as is a set of quality criteria that the product must pass before moving to the next work 

station. The stages are where the work is done; the gates ensure that the quality is sufficient. 

Gates are manned by senior managers who act as "gatekeepers," This gate keeping group is 

typically multidisciplinary and multifunctional, and its members are senior enough to have the 

authority to approve the resources needed by the project. Its role includes: 

 

• Review of the quality of the inputs or deliverables; 

• Assessment of the quality of the project from an economic and business standpoint, resulting in 

a Go/Kill/Hold/Recycle decision;  

• Approval of the action plan for the next stage (in the event of a Go decision) and allocation of 

the necessary resources. 

The project leader drives the project from stage to stage, gate to gate. He or she is well aware of 

what inputs are required to "pass" the next gate and organizes the team to meet the input 

requirements of the upcoming gate. 

 

Product innovation will always be a high-risk endeavour. The stage-gate system is merely a 

discipline that builds the success ingredients into the innovation process by design rather than by 

chance. The results are better decisions, more focus, fewer failures, and faster developments.  

 2. 7 Toolkits 

Toolkits for user innovation is an emerging alternative approach in which manufacturers actually 

abandon the attempt to understand user needs in detail in favour of transferring need-related 

aspects of product and service development to users. Experience in fields where the toolkit 

approach has been pioneered show custom products being developed much more quickly and at a 

lower cost. 

 

Toolkits are a new method of integrating customers into new product development and design. 

They allow customers to create their own product, which in turn is produced by the manufacturer. 

Toolkits for user innovation are coordinated sets of “user-friendly” design tools that enable users 

to develop new product innovations for them. The toolkits are not general purpose. Rather, they 
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are specific to the design challenges of a specific field or subfield, such as integrated circuit 

design or software product design. Within their fields of use, they give users real freedom to 

innovate, allowing them to develop producible custom products via iterative trial and error. That 

is, users can create a preliminary design, simulate or prototype it, evaluate its functioning in their 

own use environment, and then iteratively improve it until satisfied. 39

 

 

The advent of the Internet has facilitated new forms of producer-customer interaction in product 

development40 . One promising new form of interaction is out-lined in the concept of toolkits for 

user innovation and design41 , or user design42 . Both ideas are based on the proven ability of 

customers to design their own products. A toolkit is a design interface that enables trial-and-error 

experimentation and gives simulated feed-back on the outcome. In this way, users are enabled to 

earn their preferences iteratively until the optimum product design is achieved43 . The 

manufacturer, in turn, produces the product to the customer’s specifications. Toolkits exist in 

various fields, ranging from computer chips (ASICS) to individualized athletic shoes. Depending 

on the type of toolkit, the outcome is an individualized product44

In principle, then, when “need-related” design tasks are assigned to users and “solution-related” 

tasks are assigned to manufacturers, times and costs are compressed, and learning by doing is 

more effectively integrated into the design process. However, users are not design specialists in 

the manufacturer’s product or service field, so how can one expect them to create sophisticated, 

producible custom designs efficiently and effectively? Manufacturers who have pioneered in this 

field have solved the problem by providing users with kits of design tools that can help them to 

carry out the design tasks assigned to them.  

  or even an innovation. The 

rationale underlying the toolkit, however, is the same: it allows the customer to take an active 

part in product development.  

                                                 
39  Von Hippel, E. & Katz, R. (2002) Shifting Innovation to Users via Toolkits Management Science Vol. 48, No. 7, 
July 2002 pp. 821–833 
40 Sharma, A. &  Sheth, J. N. (2004) Web-Based Marketing. The Coming Revolution in Marketing Thought and 
Strategy Journal of Business Research 57(7):696–702. 
41 Thomke, S. & Von Hippel, E. (2002) Customers as Innovators: A New Way to Create Value Harvard Business 
Review 80(2): 74–81. 
42 Dahan, E. and Hauser, J. (2002) The Virtual Customer Journal of Product Innovation Management 19(5):332–353 
43 Von Hippel, E. & Katz, R. (2002) Shifting Innovation to Users via Toolkits Management Science 48(7):821–834 
44 Park, C., Whan, J., Sung, Y. & MacInnis, D. J. (2000) Choosing What I Want versus Rejecting What I Do Not 
Want:An Application of Decision Framing to Product Option Choice Decisions Journal of  Marketing Research 
37(2):187–202 
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2.7.1 Elements of a Toolkit 

Toolkits for innovation are not new as a general concept—every manufacturer equips its 

engineers with a set of tools suitable for designing the type of products or services it wishes to 

produce. Toolkits for users also are not new—many users have personal toolsets that they have 

assembled to help them create new items or modify standard ones. What is new, however, is 

integrated toolsets to enable users to create and test designs for custom products or services that 

can then be produced “as is” by manufacturers. Effective toolkits for user innovation will enable 

five important objectives. First, they will enable users to carry out complete cycles of trial-and-

error learning. Second, they will offer users a “solution space” that encompasses the designs they 

want to create. Third, users will be able to operate them with their customary design language 

and skills—in other words, well-designed toolkits are “user friendly” in the sense that users do 

not need to engage in much additional training to use them competently. Fourth, they will contain 

libraries of commonly used modules that the user can incorporate into his or her custom design, 

thus allowing the user to focus his or her design efforts on the truly unique elements of that 

design. Fifth and finally, properly designed toolkits will ensure that custom products and services 

designed by users will be producible on manufacturer production equipment without requiring 

revisions by manufacturer-based engineers.  

3.0 Methodology  
 
Lead User Method 

The best source of innovative ideas are ‘lead users’. I will argue that for Blizzard it is also the 

case, and as such identifying lead users is of prime importance. The most accepted description of 

a lead user assumes that such a user will change the product for their own liking by using 

methods/tools not supplied by the developer. In the case of Blizzards' Word of Warcraft this 

change occurs by using add-ons. Add-ons45

                                                 
45 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Add-on 

 are programs which greatly change the experience in 

WoW, often by simplifying the game play. It is worth noting that many of the add-ons have been 

incorporated by Blizzard and modified, to be released subsequently as original elements of the 

game (quest tracker, gear score, etc.). Add-ons are being used by most, if not all, of the player 
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base, and they cover such broad aspects of the game as economy, chat, mailbox, guild and 

professions to name but a few46

Further differentiation has to be made if we can identify the lead users to be only the add-on 

developers, or all of the players who only use them. 

.  

 

Pyramiding 

In my search for lead users, I will use the Pyramiding method. I will conduct a series of online 

interviews with World of Warcraft players. My aim will be to get to the top of the pyramid by 

asking the respondents to recommend someone who knows more about the topic then they do. 

I can see a clear limitation in this method, as I will have access only to the European player base, 

moreover players usually only know other people from the same servers, so reaching the top 

pyramid in the general population becomes implausible.   

 

Crowd-Sourcing 

I will argue that crowd-sourcing is a great idea for Blizzard as a potential source of a great 

number of innovative ideas. In the case of the World Of Warcraft player base, when the players 

are active, and highly motivated and interested in using an enhanced product, this method will be 

successful. At the same time, it is worth noting  that there are currently over 11 million players 

worldwide47

 

; even if only a few per cent of these m decide to innovate, the number of ideas will 

still be very great.  

Innovation Tournaments/Stage-Gate Model 

In order to cope with the expected numbers of ideas, I suggest Blizzard uses the Innovation 

Tournaments method. The method shares clear similarities with the Stage-Gate Model. 

Tournaments are used to identify the best idea, whereas the Stage-Gate Model considers the 

whole implementation process. As there are many aspects of World of Warcraft that can be 

improved (types of add-ons), I suggest that Blizzard defines the area/s of interest when starting an 

Innovation Tournament, and then lets the users decide which idea is the best. This will save a lot 

of resources on the early screening process, and hopefully produce successful results.    

                                                 
46 http://wow.curse.com/downloads/wow-addons/default.aspx 
47 http://forums.worldofwarcraft.com/thread.html?topicId=19595070425&sid=1 
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Toolkit 

Regularly on World Of Warcraft forums players are told that some improvements cannot be 

introduced to the game due to technological problems. The game is evolving all the time, with 

new technologies being introduced on a yearly basis48

4.0 History of gaming  

, yet there are many limitations as to what 

can be done. In order to reduce the number of good yet not feasible ideas from the users, I 

suggest that Blizzard should consider creating development toolkits for the innovators. This 

would allow users to be creative within the set rules, though it will create limitations as well.  

4.1 The origins of gaming 

 
The origins of gaming can be traced to a device called the Cathode-Ray Tube49

4.2 2000s 

 Amusement 

Device that was patented in the United States on January 25, 1947. It described using eight 

vacuum tubes to simulate a missile firing at a target and contained knobs to adjust the curve and 

speed of the missile. Because computer graphics could not be done electronically at the time, 

small targets were drawn on a simple overlay and placed on the screen. Since then the gaming 

industry changed a lot, and it's fair to say, changed even the world we live in. 

The most recent decade has shown innovation on both consoles and PCs, and an increasingly 

competitive market for portable game systems. 

The phenomena of user-created modifications (or "mods") for games was a trend that began 

around the turn of the millennium. The most famous example is that of Counter-Strike; released 

in 1999, it is still the most popular online first-person shooter, even though it was created as a 

mod for Half-Life by two independent programmers. Eventually, game designers realized the 

potential of mods and custom content in general to enhance the value of their games, and so 

began to encourage its creation.  

Online gaming rises to prominence 

 

                                                 
48 http://www.wowwiki.com/Phasing 
49 http://inventors.about.com/od/cstartinventions/a/CathodeRayTube.htm 
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As affordable broadband Internet connectivity spread, many publishers turned to online gaming 

as a way of innovating. Massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPGs) featured 

significant titles for the PC market like World of Warcraft and Ultima Online.  

4.3 Rise of Massive Multiplayer Online genre 

The first "pure" MMO game was Ultima Online created by Richard ”Lord British" Garriott from 

1997.  Thanks to this game the fantasy RPG become something more than only fun for nerd 

students (as before in Moria game). Straight after the succes of Ultima Online few other MMO's 

quickly surfaced: Asheron's Call, Everquest or Dark Age of Camelot (all placed in the reality of 

"Might and Magic"). All of them joined Ultima Online to dominate the Western world, having 

enough big impact that till this day they have actively playing fans who pay the subscription fee.  

Shortly after the premier of Ultima Onlina a new trend arose, which is still going strong: in the 

world of online RPG came manga-fantasy productions of South Korea. All thanks to first 

Lineage, which popularity in short time sky rocketed. Already in 2002 the number of active 

subscribers was at 3 million. Still, all of them were placed in Asia, Western world kept being 

skeptic about MMO, with Ultima Online reaching the most as 200 thousand players. Yet, it was 

the year 2002 when the first multi-platform MMO was released: Final Fantasy XI could be 

played on Play Station 2, normal PC's as well as X-Box 360. 

 

Next worth mentioning is the year 2004. Although it was the year that Lineage 2 was released, 

the biggest hit came from Blizzard Entertainment when on 23rd Nov 2004 World of Warcraft has 

hit the shelves in USA. From the start it has beaten all the sales records, only to come to Europe 

few months later attaining also great success.  

 

The game developers recognized the sensation of MMO, and shortly everyone who could, had a 

MMO game in production. Sony Online Entertainment released with little success Everquest II, 

shortly after they suffered greatly when launching Vaguard: Sage of Heroes ( 2 months after 

launch the game was played only by 40.000  players). Other company, Turbine INC. tried to take 

the crown of WoW 2 times, first with Dungeons and Dragons Online (2006), later on with slight 

more success with Lord of the Rings Online (100.000 players). Yet another company, Funcom, 

after complete failure with Anarchy Online, tried its luck with Age of Conan (2008). Many 

agreed that the reasons for failure could be traced to poor communication with the players and 
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ignoring the feedback coming from them. Great opportunity had Mythic, creator of  Dark Age of 

Camelot, with Warhammer Online, which started with decent 800.000 player  base which surged 

to 300.000 by the end of 2008.  

None of the titles above could be considered weak or not innovative in some way. Still, none of 

them came even close to the phenomenon of WoW. The developers decided that the main reason 

for this state of things was the fact that a player had limited amount of money (and because of 

that decided to stay with the biggest game). The solution to the problem was supposed to be 

Guild Wars (developed by ArenaNet), which after the initial purchase was free to play for as long 

as anyone wanted. The idea was attractive to considerable amount of players as over 6 million of 

boxes were sold. Surprisingly, that idea was one time only so far, and none of the games followed 

this way, instead many of the games became completely free-to-play (money was earned by 

selling bonuses in-game). 

Another idea to attract players was to differentiate from the RPG fantasy MMO50

4.4 MMORPG Business Model 

. 

When it comes to price, MMORPG’s (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games) offer 

some of the cheapest forms of entertainment. There are few examples of  payment options: 

P2P – Otherwise known as ‘pay to play.’ These games require some sort of subscription fee to 

connect to the game servers (when purchasing the game, the first month of game play is often 

included). World of Warcraft supports this business model, charging for connecting to the 

servers, the basic client and any expansion sets.  

F2P – Otherwise known as ‘free to play.’ These games thrive only on donations and the 

company’s pocket books. They may resort to having numerous ads on their pages. Majority of 

Korean games follow this business model, where they hold 90% of the gamer market. 

Micro – Also known as ‘Micro Transactions’ or ‘Micro Payments,’ these usually involve pay to 

play games that generate revenue through the purchase of game items for real currency. Either 

through use of some sort of ‘cash shop’ where one can buy points which,furtheron, can be used to 

                                                 
50 see Appendix 1 
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purchase items for their look, or the ability to improve one’s character. It seems to be one of the 

most effective industry models after P2P.  

Retail – Another name for a game that is store-bought. This model refers to the purchasing of a 

game client. Once someone purchases the client, they may access the servers and play for free. 

Guild Wars was the first to really pioneer this business model, and has done so quite successfully.  

5.0 Company background  

5.1 What is Blizzard Entertainment? 

Blizzard Entertainment 51

Blizzard Entertainment's track record of back-to-back #1-selling games spans more than a 

decade, and with blockbuster hits such as World of Warcraft, Warcraft III: Reign of Chaos, 

Diablo II and Starcraft. The company has earned several consecutive Game of the Year awards. 

In addition, Blizzard Entertainment's online-game service, Battle.net

 (headquartered in Irvine, California) is a premier developer and 

publisher of entertainment software. After establishing the Blizzard Entertainment label in 1994, 

the company quickly became one of the most popular and well-respected makers of computer 

games. Blizzard focused on creating well-designed, highly enjoyable entertainment experiences. 

52

Prior to the release of Warcraft: Orcs & Humans, Blizzard Entertainment served as a third-party 

developer, creating entertainment software for various platforms, including MS-DOS, Macintosh, 

Sega Genesis, and Super NES. The company's best-known titles from this era include Rock’n 

Roll Racing, The Lost Vikings, and Blackthorne. Working on which gave the employees such 

needed experience for future. And so, Blizzard Entertainment research and development group 

comprises of more than 250 designers, producers, programmers, artists, and sound engineers. 

Each member of the Blizzard Entertainment staff is a true game enthusiast. 

5.2 Which are the key markets and competitors? 

, is one of the largest in the 

world, with millions of active users. 

                                                 
51 http://www.blizzard.com 
52 http://www.battle.net/ 
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The only released product which is still being developed is World of Warcraft (though Starcraft, 

Diablo 2, Warcraft 3 are still really popular, and Starcraft 2 will be released on July, 22 2010). 

With more than 11.5 million monthly subscribers53, World of Warcraft is currently the world's 

most-subscribed Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game and holds the Guinness World 

of Record for the most popular MMORPG54

It is interesting to note that if the World of Warcraft were a nation, CIA’s World Factbook says 

that out of 239 listed countries it would be the 72nd most populated country on Earth ahead of 

Cuba, but behind Zimbabwe.

. 

55 

World of Warcraft Universe is divided into 4 regions: US/Oceanic, Europe, and Asia56

World of Warcraft sold locally in each region is localized to that region. Hence if for example, 

you purchased WoW locally in Taiwan, you'll get the TW (Taiwanese Chinese Traditional) 

version and can only play on TW servers. 

Only the EU version of World of Warcraft has a language selection; English (British), German, 

French, Spanish, Russian. All other versions do not have a language selection; US = English, CN 

= Chinese Simplified, KR = Korean, TW = Chinese Traditional. Each version has a separate set 

of servers for that region which is also localized to the supported language; hence it would not be 

possible to play on the US servers with a TW version for example.  

. 

To provide the absolute best connectivity to the game servers, Blizzard has set up dedicated 

datacenters for World of Warcraft in multiple regions around the world. These local servers 

provide low-latency, high-speed access to ensure players have the best possible experience 

playing the game.  In addition to providing local servers, Blizzard has established local teams, 

including game masters, community team members, and technical support staff, in each region in 

order to provide players with a high level of customer support in their native language. Because 

of these local teams, customers will be able to have their game-related concerns addressed 

promptly and efficiently by knowledgeable and helpful support representatives who understand 

local issues.  All of these factors contribute to providing players with the best possible gameplay 

                                                 
53 http://eu.blizzard.com/en/press/081223.html 
54 http://gamers.guinnessworldrecords.com/records/pc_gaming.aspx 
55 https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2119rank.html 
56 see Appendix 2 
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experience when playing World of Warcraft on their regional servers. 

Conversely, playing the game on servers in distant regions would significantly detract from the 

quality of the player's connection and customer-support experiences.  This level of service is 

inconsistent with Blizzard's quality standards for World of Warcraft and could result in negative 

gameplay experiences for players of a subscription-based game service.While it is still possible to 

acquire a copy for another region it is not recommended as Blizzard cannot guarantee the game 

play quality from outside of the intended region.  Account Creation and Management may not 

work correctly for users from outside of that region and the game itself may experience high 

latency and downtime because of the connection.57   

 

April 2008, World of Warcraft was estimated to hold 62 percent of the massive multiplayer 

online game market. 

58

                                                 
57 http://us.blizzard.com/support/article.xml?locale=en_US&articleId=20478 

  

58 http://www.mmogchart.com/Chart7.html 
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In the last year two more competitors for World of Warcraft have been released. Warhammer 

Online made by Mythic Entertainment came out on September 18, 2008 and 12 days later have 

sold 1,2 million copies, many of which were bought by WoW players. After its initial peak the 

player base have since declined to 300,000 subscribers as of the end of March 200959

Another competitor is Age of Conan: Hyborian Adventures. The game was released by Funcom 

on May 17, 2008. It had similar result to Warhammer Online, and as of March 2009 there are still 

round 200,000 subscribers.  

5.3 Ownership 

. 

Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. is an American video game developer and publisher founded in 

February 1991 under the name Sillicon & Synapse by three graduates of University of 

California,: Michael Morhaime, Allen Adham and Frank Pearce.  

In 1994 the company became Blizzard Entertainment Inc before being acquired by distributor 

Davidson & Associates. Shortly thereafter, Blizzard shipped their breakthrough hit Warcraft: 

Orcs and Humans. 

Latest change happened on July 10, 2008 in Paris, France the announcement was made about the 

completion of the transaction announced on December 2, 2007 to create Activision Blizzard, as 

the world's most profitable pure-play online and console game publisher. Activision Blizzard was 

formed by combining Activision60, one of the world's leading independent publishers of 

interactive entertainment, and Vivendi Games61

 

5.4 How does Blizzard conduct business?   

, Vivendi's interactive entertainment business, 

which includes Blizzard Entertainment's World of Warcraft. Activision Blizzard continues to 

operate as a public company traded on Nasdaq. 

Next to developing games, Blizzard offers variety of game related merchandise from board 

games to manga and novels. The company has made partners in all of the possible areas of 

interest:  

                                                 
59 Electronic Arts Q4 2009 Earnings Conference Press release  
60 http://www.activision.com/ 
61 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vivendi_Games 
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- 3 Point Entertainment62

- Brady Games

 : manufacturer of quality World of Warcraft® collectible steins. 

Individually hand-crafted in the old world style, each fine-grain stoneware stein features 

intricate panoramic bas-relief sculpting of exclusive artwork by top Warcraft illustrators 
63

- DC Unlimited: Produces toys and collectible brand of DC Comics, as well as action figures 

including characters from many of the different races and classes

: Creates high-quality video game strategy guides as well as several quality 

World of Warcraft products including the hard cover atlas, binders, bookmarks, oversized 

world maps and e-guides. 

64

- Epic Weapons: The Company is the premier designer and manufacturer for replica swords 

and weapons. The group is the developer and manufacturer of Frostmourne sword

. 

65

- Figure Prints: Creator of custom figures of any World of Warcraft character. 

. 

- Fantasy Flight66

- J!NX

: Products include the Warcraft and World of Warcraft board games, 

roleplaying games and card games.  
67

- SteelSeries: Danish manufacturer of gaming peripherals and accessories, including headsets, 

keyboards, mice, software, and gaming surfaces. 

:  Creator of unique Warcraft clothing. 

- Upper Deck Entertainment68

- The Eminence Symphony Orchestra

: An industry leader in quality collectible card games and 

trading cards. 
69

- SwagDog.com: T-shirt manufacturer 

: creator of Echoes of War: The Music of Blizzard 

Entertainment 

- Simon & Schuster, TOKYOPOP, WildStorm Productions: all produce Warcraft related 

books, comics and mangas.  

All of the products are available in Blizzard Store70

                                                 
62 http://3point.com/warcraftsteins/ 

.  

63 www.bradygames.com  
64 http://www.dccomics.com/dcunlimited/wow/ 
65 http://www.epicweapons.com/products/frostmourne/ 
66 http://www.fantasyflightgames.com/boardandcard.html 
67 http://www.jinx.com/world_of_warcraft 
68 http://entertainment.upperdeck.com/wow/en/ 
69 http://www.echoes-of-war.com/ 
70 http://www.blizzard.com/store/?rhtml=y 
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5.5 What is World of Warcraft? 

World of Warcraft is a massively multiplayer online game; World of Warcraft enables thousands 

of players to come together online and battle against the world and each other. The story takes 

place in the world of Azeroth which, first glimpsed in Warcraft I and further enhanced in 

subsequent strategy games, is realized in glorious detail. World of Warcraft is a Third Person 

Perspective game which means we always see our character on the screen.  

 

The massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) is a persistent, immersive 

online world in which people create and enact characters that pursue adventure, success in war, 

and other social and nonsocial goals. Like quilting and reality TV, MMORPGs are entertaining 
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and provide an escape from everyday cares71.The games involve competition and collaborations 

that enhance gamers’ enjoyment72

World of Warcraft, step by step: 

. The games also offer players the opportunity for personal 

expression and competence building through the construction of their character and the 

character’s achievement over time. 

Before playing World of Warcraft new players first need to create an account and choose a 

payment option (99DKK per month). Next, a player has to create a character. There are ten 

races73 and nine classes74

The experience starts at level 1 in the so-called ’starting area’, and from here on the usual goal is 

to reach the highest level (currently level 80) and to progress your character as far as possible. In 

order to do so, characters have to gain experience by either killing various creatures or by 

completing quests.  

 available, but the game's primary choice when it comes to character 

creation is the faction you wish to fight for. You can join two opposite sides: the Horde or the 

Alliance, and your choice here determines much of what you can and cannot accomplish in the 

world. After choosing a faction, race and class, the game starts.  

World of Warcraft is an online game with thousands of players, so naturally the game is built to 

facilitate extensive in-game socializing. Players join Guilds and make friendships, which extend 

into ‘real life’. Grouping is simple as well. Many quests are designed to be accomplished with 

other players, and you will therefore want to seek out the help of other characters. 

To promote the idea of epic adventuring with friends, World of Warcraft also introduces a 

concept called the ‘instance dungeon’75

                                                 
71 Seay, A.F., Jerome, W.J., Lee, K.S., & Kraut, R.E .(2004) Project Massive: a study of online gaming communities 
– In Proceedings of the 2004 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, New York: ACM Press pp. 
1421–1424 

. Instance dungeons are dungeons that spawn specifically 

for each group of adventurers that enter them. Each time a group enters such an instance, a 

unique version of it spawns for that group only. This means no other players can play in that 

72 Ducheneaut, N., & Moore, R.J. (2004) Social side of gaming: a study of interaction patterns in a massively 
multiplayer online game Proceedings of the 2004 ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work 
(CSCW04). New York: ACM Press 
73 http://www.wow-europe.com/en/info/races/ 
74 http://www.wow-europe.com/en/info/classes/ 
75 http://www.wow-europe.com/en/info/basics/instancing.html 
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instance and bother the group, steal kills or treasure from the party, and hinder its playing 

experience 

Player-versus-player game play is very important to World of Warcraft. However, not everybody 

enjoys this kind of interaction, thus Blizzard has made sure that there are two different ‘realm 

types’76

The other realm type is player-versus-player, and on this server, players of the opposing faction 

without warning can sometimes attack you. Although both types of play are often 

complementary, some of the players decide to commit their time to one or other of them and 

completely discard the other.  

 . In the normal realms, PvP combat is entirely consensual. You cannot be attacked by 

other players unless you want to be. 

 

Throughout the leveling process players learn how their class works, and master their skills. This 

is extremely important for character progression at maximum level, as once there, one cannot 

significantly progress any further without being in a group. Groups consist of 5 to 40 people. In 

each situation the performance of each player can decide the outcome of the whole event and so 

only those with most ‘skill’ usually get invited.  

 

5.6 Technology behind World of Warcraft 

The image below can be examined as an example of how the "World of Warcraft" game client 

works. In it, a shaman named Yellowbell is collecting a stone for a quest, but she has caught the 

attention of a goblin, which is on his way to attack her.  

                                                 
76 http://www.wow-europe.com/en/info/basics/realmtypes.html 
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77

Here is what is happening from a client perspective:  
 

- After pulling data from the archives stored on the computers' hard drive, the client creates a 

representation of Yellowbells' surroundings. 

- The client informs the server of Yellowbells' position and receives information about stationary 

and mobile objects, or mobs, around her. A mob is essentially any wandering object in the world, 

but its most often used to describe attackable enemies. 

- When Yellowbell tries to pick up the stone, the client tells the server what she is doing. It also 

displays a status bar, showing the player how long it will take for Yellowbell to retrieve the 

stone. 

- The client receives information about the goblin's attack from the server. It interrupts 

Yellowbell's stone collection when the goblin hits her. The client sends information to the server 

about how Yellowbell defends herself, and it receives information about the goblin's actions and 

the progression of the fight. 

- Once Yellowbell kills the goblin and finishes collecting the stone, the client stops displaying it 

on the ground and instead displays an icon representing it in Yellowbell's inventory. It informs 

the server that Yellowbell has collected the stone, so other players will no longer see it in the 

game world. 

 

                                                 
77 http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/world-of-warcraft.htm/printable 
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These are just the highlights. The client constantly accesses or receives information about the 

game world and the characters in it. The more other characters there are nearby, the more work 

the server has to do. This is why some players' games can slow to a crawl in highly populated 

areas -- the computer's CPU and video processor cannot keep up with all the information they 

need to display. In some cases, the frame rate, measured in frames per second (FPS) can drop 

dramatically, causing players to see the world as a series of still pictures rather than a moving 

scene. 

All the maps and scenery in "World of Warcraft" live on the computer, but information about 

what's going on in the world has to come from a server. Based on the information it gets from the 

game client, the server performs many calculations about the world, including: 

- where mobs are in relation to you  

- whether you're in range of mobs you want to attack  

- whether your attacks are successful  

- how much damage you inflict on a mob you're attacking  

- how much damage the mob inflicts on you  

- how much you heal yourself or people in your party, using healing spells or bandages  

 

The server also collects information from other players clients' -- whether the player is in a group 

with them or not -- and relays it to your computer. This allows seeing other characters, their gear 

and their actions in the game. It also makes it possible to receive chat messages, guild invitations 

and group invitations. This information does not travel directly from another user's computer to 

yours -- it travels to you via the server. 

The efficiency of all of these interactions is dependent upon the amount of time it takes a 

message to travel from a client to a server and back. Players who experience high latency -- or a 

long travel time -- can see significant delays between when they perform an action and when they 

see it happen on the screen. 

 

A battle against a mob is an ongoing exchange of information between players' computer, the 

computers of the people in his' group and the server. For example, a player and some friends plan 

to defeat Doom Lord Kazzak, a raid boss in Outland. Here is what happens: 
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• Player and his group approach the Kazzak. All of the clients send information to the server 

about where the players are. The server knows where Kazzak is -- if they get too close, they 

will pull (engage) him by accident, at which point he'll probably kill entire party. 

• Once the group is in range, someone in the party attacks Kazzak. That person's client 

informs the server of the attack. The server responds by causing the Kazzak to attack the 

party and to verbally taunt them. It relays this information to all computers. 
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• As the group is fighting, the party's' clients tell the server which spells are being cast. Based 

on the character's statistics, the server calculates the damage and healing. It relays that 

information to clients, so each player can see what is happening to all the others. Other 

players' clients are doing the same thing, so the player can see how they fare during the 

battle as well. 
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• When Kazzak is successfully killed, the server instructs clients to play its death animation. If 

not, the server instructs Kazzak to further taunt each killed player.  

 
• When someone loots Kazzak's body, the server consults its loot table and lets each client 

know which items dropped (loot tables can be as big as 50+ items, but only few drop at a 

time, different items have different percentage drop rate). The clients display these items on 

each player's screen, or on the screen of the player designated to be in charge of distributing 

loot (the master looter). The players decide who will receive the items. 
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• When a player collects an item, the client removes the image of the item from the list of 

dropped loot and places an icon representing it in the player's inventory. The client also tells 

the server that the player has done so, and the server instructs the other clients to remove that 

item from their game view. 

 

• From now on the player who has received the item can use it, and others will see it on their 

clients as well. In order to control amount of items which can be attained at certain period of 

time, players who have done the kill cannot repeat it again within certain lock out period 

(usually 1 week). They are still able though, to fight that boss again on their other characters 

(one specific boss kill per one character within one lock out period). 

 

5.7 How Blizzard uses communities? 

Due to high customers involvement, communication is of crucial importance for the company. 

This is why it has so many forms and is done so actively. Blizzard communicates to its customers 

via: 

- Forums  

Official Blizzard forums were created in 2006. Before that, players were creating their own 

“server” only forums in order to communicate (game is divided into 2 opposite factions: Horde 

and Alliance, they cannot talk or communicate in any other way with each other in game). 

Currently there are 24 different general forums (each have specific topic but attract players from 

all servers and all played classes), 10 class forums, 3 class roles forums (Damage dealing, 

Healing, Tanking), 109 server forums in Europe (even more server specific forums in US, Asian, 

and Oceanic regions), and 10 in Europe Battle Group forums (again different in other regions). 

Each forum has one or few (depending on popularity) forum moderators. They are responsible for 

all communication within the forum; including but not limited to: posting new threads, posting 

game changes, giving replies to players’ questions. 
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- Podcast 

A podcast is a programme (usually audio, sometimes video) which is made available as a 

downloadable digital files. Blizzard podcast first launched in January 2008, and described the 

whole concept behind Blizzard development. Since then a total of 8 podcasts were released, each 

going in depth into development cycle ( for example how the music in World of Warcraft has 

evolved since the game began), but also making announced for the future, or explaining 

reasoning for some of the game changes.  

- Official Website 

Each region ( US,Europe, Oceanic, Asia) has separate official website. For many it is direct 

source of knowledge about their hobby. Website is done in clear orderly manner, and serves as a 

window towards the whole game world. It is divided into 8 main sub menus: News, Game guide, 

Interactive, Community, Account, Support, Media, Blizzard Store  

- Press Releases 

Whenever there is significant information a Press Release is made. Usually it covers “real life” 

issues of the company and the state of the game, as opposite to game world information.   

- BlizzCon 

BlizzCon is a general Blizzard conference which attracts over 15.000 people yearly           (tickets 

are sold within minutes). BlizzCon first started in October of 2005, held at the Anaheim 

Convention Center where it has been held since. Some features included the announcements of 

release of new content for their franchises, previews of content for upcoming games, and 

Blizzard developer Q&A78

Throughout the days are hands-on experience of new and existing games, various panels related 

to the multiple franchises, and judging of the contests being held - including costume and 

songwriting. The whole event has audio and video coverage (in 2009 audio is free of charge and 

 sessions. 

                                                 
78 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Q%26A 
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video is divided into paid and free to watch parts). Similar event is the Blizzard Worldwide 

Invitation and it can be held in other countries. 

- In-Game Support Representatives  

IGSR's serves as the direct link between Blizzard and its customers. They deal with a wide range 

of problems, from technical issues to harassment cases, yet they do not help with game play. 

- Official WOW Radio79

World of Warcraft Radio, or simply WoW Radio, is an independent incorporated company 

created in 2005 by a group of players and experienced broadcasters from all walks of life, who 

have come together to produce and promote the finest live World of Warcraft radio and podcast 

experience. Shows air daily and consist of and cover all aspects of World of Warcraft, from 

endgame, to lore, to help for new players and everything in-between. WoW Radio's existence and 

exhibitions are acknowledged and approved by Blizzard, and WoW Radio has been featured on 

the Official Website on numerous occasions as well as very frequently on numerous other 

prominent fansites. 

 

- World of Warcraft Stories 

Players have the possibility to write their own stories which were inspired, are connected to or 

took place in World of Warcraft. Best stories will be chosen and endorsed on the main web site.  

- Contests 

Over the years various contests took place. Most popular were: Costume Contest, Comic Quiz 

Contest, Arena Shoutcasting Contest: Level 70 Elite Tauren Chieftain Music Video Contest, 

Valentine Contest. There were also many unofficial ones, World of Warcraft Idol organized by 

WoW Radio being the most known. 

 

                                                 
79 www.wcradio.com 
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- Machinima  

Machinima refers to short movies generated on computers using graphics, renders, and models 

from inside a computer game. Players of World of Warcraft are allowed to use all the Intellectual 

Property of Blizzard on condition that their creations will be distributed free of charge and will 

not be used for any kind of promotion. 

5.8 Who plays World of Warcraft? 

To say it simple all types of groups play WoW. Many people incorrectly assume that online 

gaming is something that attracts only teenage boys, but only 25 percent of MMORPG players 

are teenagers. According to demographic surveys of WoW Players, the average player age is 

2880

Even to people who have never played an online game before, WoW has its own appeal. It is 

very usual when someone was influenced by the people in their surroundings. Teammate, 

roommate, friends, spouse, brother, sister, etc are the people who you will most like get influence 

from. Since WoW is such a fun online game, it is no wonder that people who have little or no 

experience in MMORPG, will still enjoy and become even addicted to the game 

, with the bracket starting at round 5 till 60 years old.  When it comes to gender division: 70 

percent of players are male and 30 percent are female. But female players tend to be older, with 

an average age of 32. Usually female players are accompanied by a partner when they are playing 

the game. Often, World of Warcraft is the key title in introducing female person to play 

MMORPG. 

World of Warcraft attracts different groups of players. Those who play only few hours a week are 

usually much less involved with the game than those who play even 12 hours a day. Most of 

them though tend to spend a lot of their free time in-game as it can be seen on the chart below 

(data collected before the last expansion which encouraged many to even double their time in 

game). 

 

                                                 
80 http://askbobrankin.com/world_of_warcraft.html 
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On average, both males and females spend 2-3 hours per day playing WoW, but some people 

report playing for 8, 10 or 12 hours at a time. Perhaps that explains why only 50 percent of 

MMORPG players work full-time jobs. The “high traffic” on the servers can be observed 

between 18.00 and 22.00pm, whereas between 4 and 8am the amount of players drops 

substantially.  
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I have attained more specific data when it comes to MMO demographic made on example of 

WoW predecessor Everquest. For the purpose of this report I will consider them valid also for 

World of Warcraft. 

Marital status: Over half of players are single (55.5%), with a further 1.5% being separated and 

3% divorced. Just under a third of players are married (30%), with another 10% living with their 

partner. 

Education: Most players are current university students studying for an undergraduate 

qualification or already have one (29%). A significant minority has postgraduate qualifications 

(13%). Of those without any kind of higher education, 23.5% has college schooling up to 19 

years of age, and 20% has schooling up to  16 years of age. A further 14% received no education 

after 11 years of age. 

Occupation: Just over a quarter of all players has jobs in the information technology/computing 

sector (28.7%), and one fifth of players are students 20%. Remaining players are usually white 

collar workers (7,6% are doctors or lawyers)81

World Of Warcraft has a blooming community of players, and some of them have formed close 

ties with each other. WoW observes events in real world, such as New Year's Eve, Halloween, or 

Christmas and allows the players to meet (virtually) and celebrate these events in the game's 

world of Azeroth. Interest in the game has increased by leaps over the years (closely connected 

with the release of further expansion packs) and has surpassed the expectations of even its 

creators. One of the major reasons for the game's phenomenal success is its simplicity. Many 

online games have a steep learning curve, but since World Of Warcraft offers simple user 

interfaces, both novices and experts can play this game and enjoy it equally.  

.  

5.9 Avatar as representation of yourself 

MMORPGs have few important features that affect players’ psychological experience, among 

which are the characters that players create as and the virtual representation of themselves. As 

players gain experience in the game, their characters accumulate knowledge, skills, and 

resources, gaining value over time. Players also feel psychologically connected to their character, 

                                                 
81 http://www.nickyee.com/eqt/demographics.html 
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often playing the same for months or years. Characters also are the medium through which 

players experience social interaction in the game. MMORPGs are really competitive, often in 

(virtually) violent ways involving death and destruction, and characters cannot survive alone. 

Players have to count on other players’ characters for training, information, and resources, 

forming groups and intergroup collaborations. Grouping is a form of ad hoc collaboration 

between players that allows them to band together temporarily and work toward particular 

ingame objectives. Blizzard focuses on the social benefits of making new friends, which is 

encouraged in some cases by lowering the difficulty of game sections for group play as compared 

to solo play. Grouping is defined by a division of labor that depends on players to make use of 

‘‘different but complementary’’ skill sets. Players’ reliance on others gives rise to robust 

communities in which players transact their relationships through their virtual characters not only 

in the game but also through instant messaging, Web forums, e-mail, and voice over IP networks.  

                       82

 

 

Not being able to see each other allows players to “cheat” others when it comes to their real 

self’s. Research on online groups suggests that in some cases the representations people make of 

                                                 
82 Sherlock, L. ( 2009)  Genre, Activity, and Collaborative Work and Play in World of Warcraft: Places and 
Problems of Open Systems in Online Journal of Business and Technical Communication 23; 263 
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themselves online are actual idealization of their actually self’s83

5.10 Customer loyalty  

. MMORPGs are a mode by 

which the player, through a constructed character, can enact aspects of his or her ideal self—the 

physical or psychological self the player wishes to be. For instance, a young player can create a 

character that is more mature, braver, stronger, or more outgoing than the player think he himself 

is. This fantasy-creation process is supported by the fact that the player has an audience and 

collaborators who have no prior knowledge of the player rhis real-life situation.  

World of Warcraft has shown that there are many possibilities for the MMO genre. Game 

companies are now looking to make multi-player games that are more accessible and easier to 

play. They want to appeal to more casual players who may not have the time or inclination to 

spend all their time on a game. They are also examining how multi-player games are designed. 

Whichever route they choose they will have to take over some of the WoW players in order to be 

successful. That is the reason why customer loyalty is so important in MMO market.  

People want to play specific online games repeatedly because they have a high level of customer 

loyalty to the games. Customer loyalty is defined in marketing as a customer’s repeated use of a 

specific company, store, or product. The concept of customer loyalty is used in marketing 

research to measure the customers’ tendency to use the same products or services. It has been 

verified that customers want to continue to use specific services, despite the introduction of new 

services or products, if they have strong loyalty toward their current service or product. The more 

loyalty a customer has toward a specific online game, the longer he/she keeps playing the game. 

Although there are various factors that influence customer loyalty, the most important for the 

MMO market is the quality of customer experience, because digital contents, including online 

games, are primarily “experience” goods. This is because people play online games primarily to 

have a good experience, and the value of an online game can only be determined after they 

actually play it. For example, people sometimes experience a life of heroes or become storytellers 

who experience a new history of a kingdom in online games and tell their experience to others. 

The optimal level of experience during work or play is defined as flow. If somebody enters the 

flow state while playing an online game, this means that he/she is interested in playing the game, 

                                                 
83 Bessiere, K., Seay, F. & Kiesler, S. (2007) The Ideal Elf: Identity Exploration in World of Warcraft 
Cyberpsychology & Behavior  Vol. 10, no. 4 
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is curious about the game, has full control over the game, and is focused on playing the game 

with no other distraction. According to the flow theory, when somebody is in the state of flow, 

he/she wants to maintain the state84

  

.  

6. Analysis of the Primary Data 
 

I conducted an online survey, in which respondents were asked a series of eight questions. I 

asked general demographic questions in order to specify the most attractive/innovative target 

group when it comes to their free time and educational level. I then asked about specific game-

related habits so as to ascertain their in-game interests and so possible field of innovation. I 

concluded the survey with questions relating to their motivation to innovate and tools they would 

require to create for Blizzard.  

The survey was distributed via various game-related forums. I started with official English-

speaking European forums85, and followed with forums where more passionate players meet86

 

. 

Thanks to the fact that the survey was distributed via the Internet, I received responses from 

players all round the world, the majority of who come from Europe and the USA. Unfortunately, 

I did not attain specific numbers as I wanted to keep the survey as short as possible to maximize 

the completion rate.  

As of 09.03.10, 693 players had opened the survey, with a completion rate of 97.1% (673 

respondents replying to all questions).  

6.1 Survey results 

 

A clear majority of respondents were in the 15-22 age range - 54.8%, closely followed by the 23-

30 age range with 28,5%. Next, the 30-40 age range with 9.3%, and 40+ with 4.3%. The smallest 

number of respondents was under the age of 15 - 3%87

                                                 
84 http://www.jenovachen.com/flowingames/flowtheory.htm 

. 

85 http://forums.wow-europe.com/welcome.html 
86 http://www.mmo-champion.com/forum/ 
87 see Appendix 3.1 
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This result follows the general opinion that online gaming is primarily a pastime of younger 

people, but worth underlining is the fact that there are more 40+ year olds than under 15s. This 

state of affairs is bound to change, consistent with the age of current gamers going up. In terms of 

my research, this situation allows for the possibility that in the future even more older/educated 

people will be interested in games and possibly in innovation.     

 

In the second question, I asked about the current occupation of the respondents88

 

. The question 

was in line with the age inquiry but it also gave some idea of the amount of free time available 

for possible innovation.  

 
It was not a surprise that 57.9% of respondents were students. In second place, though, were 

people with a full- time job (28.4%) which contradicts the general opinion in the gaming 

community that MMO (Massive Multiplayer Online) takes a lot of time and does not allow for 

any other major activities in everyday life. The last two segments were people who were 

unemployed (8.5%), followed by those who worked part time (5.2%).   

 

                                                 
88 see Appendix 3.2 
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In the third question I asked ‘What is your job/study category?’89. Because of the broad spectrum 

of possible replies, I included five options, which would cover most of the population. As I 

expected to receive a great number of responses from people with various backgrounds, I also 

added an open question. Of the total number, 18.7% of respondents chose the open question 

option, giving over 100 different job/study categories. Among the most unexpected ones, I would 

highlight: chemist, engineer, local government professional, nurse, psychologist, bioscientist and 

astrophysicist.  

 
In the main categories I had selected, most respondents selected Information Technology with 

27.5%, followed closely by ‘white collar’ work (18.4%). In third place (11.9%) were respondents 

working with creative design, and as many of them pointed out it was a rather odd category 

compared to the others. Yet, I decided it was those people I was most interested in identifying 

and, by allowing them to select this category, I would get a better idea of my target group.  

The last three categories were rather close in response with Management leading with 9.1%, 

followed by customer service (8.8%) , and finally ‘blue collar’ work (5.6%).  

                                                 
89 see Appendix 3.3 
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This question was important to me as, according to crowd sourcing theory and analogous markets 

theory, people outside the ‘typical’ target group can bring unique solutions to a given problem. In 

total, 128 people decided to go to the trouble of actually writing their own unique description. 

The variety of professions of people who play World of Warcraft is so vast that their knowledge 

‘outside the gaming box‘can potentially bring unexpected results for WoW innovation. 

 

In the following question, I wanted to ascertain how passionate the respondents were about the 

game. When asked ‘How many hours weekly do you spend playing WoW’ as much as 39.1% 

answered that they used between 10 and 20 hours of their time90

 

. Still, the majority of players 

spent even more time in game with 26.3% spending 20-30 hours, and 21.7% spending 30+ hours. 

Only 12.9% declared that they used less than 10 hours weekly for game time.  

These answers bring me to the definite conclusion that most of Blizzard's player base is highly 

interested in their product, and as further questions show, they would definitely like to personally 

improve WoW91.  

 
As I have mentioned before, World of Warcraft is a vast, complex game with many viable game 

styles. Because of this, different players can experience the game in very different ways. This 

was highlighted in the responses to the following question.   

                                                 
90 see Appendix 3.4 
91 see Appendix 3.5 
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In question number six I wanted to identify which part of the game players could potentially 

improve92. By design, this question was to combine the interests of the player base with their 

skills. The results can be seen in the graph below. 

 
The area receiving the most responses, with 31%, was the Player Vs. Environment part of the 

game. This is indeed the biggest and most varied part of the game. Since the launch of the game it 

has been the subject of the most interest for players, and this has been mirrored by the 

flunctuations of the player base in between each of the expansions packs (every time new content 

has been released, the numbers of players has grown dramatically). And so it is not suprising that 

players have the most incentive to innovate for PVE related content. As PVE ranges from solo 

playing up to 25-man raiding, there are also many opportunities for innovation.  The scope of 

possible changes would need more research as I have my doubts that any player or group of 

players would be able to design a full-scale raid dungeon with multiple bosses. 

In the second place with 23% votes is innovation in the field of graphic design. From the outset 

of my research I expected this area to be potentially the most productive. There are many reasons 

for this. First of all, this is an area with a certain need for further innovation. Currently there are 

36,249 different items in game, many of which share the same graphic model. This issue was 

brought up by many players in the past, as it validated one of the most important and desirable 
                                                 
92 see Appendix 3.6 
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qualities of  an MMO, namely uniqueness (the most extreme example is the same graphic model 

in 22 different shoulder models93

 

). At the same time graphic design is currently a popular 

educational path for many students, giving them the skills they need for their own creations (12% 

of my respondents study design).  

In third place was the questing area with 19% of votes. It is not possible to play WoW without 

completing any quests, and usually they take the most time in leveling a character. Currently 

there are 8,173 quests in game, in order to finish them a player has to spend anything from a few 

seconds to as much as a year94. Although this is a crucial part of the game, it certainly lacks 

creativity95

 

 and many players complain that completing hundreds of quests is simply boring. For 

my thesis, it is worth mentioning that the design process does not necessarily require any specific 

skill set, and anyone good at story telling may well have the potential to design interesting and 

attractive missions. At the same time, bringing solutions from such varied fields as those 

represented by WoW players can bring unexpected results. 

The next most popular choice was the Player Vs. Player part of the game with 15% of votes. This 

area usually takes place in specific locations (currently seven of them), and mostly utilizes the 

character capabilities and personal player skills. In my opinion, only the locations design and 

strategy can be seen as possible fields of customer innovation. This is simply because the class 

characteristics affect each other to such an extent that the game balance has to be seen as a whole, 

and only a game designer can see all the specifics. Moreover, some of the specific class abilities 

are bound to the technology and coding limits. When it comes to designing PvP locations, the 

situation is completely different. Many WoW players also spend time in other games, not 

necessarily of the MMO type, from which they can bring many interesting ideas when it comes to 

the design of the battlefields.  

In last place, with 12%, players chose the designing of new, or the improving of already existing, 

in game events. Events reflect popular holidays around the world (such as Christmas, Halloween, 

Valentine's Day, New Year, etc.), and bring certain flavor quests, items, encounter, etc. to the 

game for certain periods. Events have always been popular among players as they provide the 

                                                 
93 http://www.wowhead.com/?item=37783#same-model-as 
94 http://www.wowhead.com/?achievement=2145 
95 http://www.world-of-warcraft-quests.com/types-of-quests.html 
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opportunity to do something special only once a year. Currently they are being pursued more 

intensely by Blizzard, but there is definitely great scope for further development.        

 

 
In the seventh question I asked about the motivation behind the willingness to innovate for 

Blizzard96

As much as 17.4% of respondents stated they would be willing to innovate for Blizzard as a step 

towards attaining future work at the company. Blizzard Entertainment is a ‘dream’ workplace for 

many players, which is not suprising as it would allow them to pursue their passion in a 

professional setting. 

. The great majority of players (90.2%) stated that they were interested in innovating 

simply because they want the game to be better. This seemingly altruistic reason is simply 

confirmation of their passion for the game. At the same time, they hope they can have some 

influence on the game whilst also improving their own experience.  

13.5% of my repondents decided they would only be willing to innovate in return for payment. I 

assume this is for two reasons: firstly, there are many people who follow the ‘I pay, I get’ 

                                                 
96 see Appendix 3.7 
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philosophy; secondly, these are possibly people who already use the skills needed for innovation 

and earn money by doing this. 

To my suprise, in last place with 12.3% was ‘recognition in the community’. I had assumed that 

most players would want to be known among their peers for different reasons. Many of the top 

guilds have fan clubs, many of the best players have followers. Yet, to my suprise, this was not 

the case in my survey. Possibly, the reason for this is that the WoW community is not as closely-

knit as I had assumed, or simply that the possibility of expressing this recognition is greatly 

reduced in a computer game.  

  

97

                                                 
97 See Appendix 3.8 
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In the last question, I wanted to learn what kind of feedback players would expect from Blizzard 

in order to be able to innovate98

Twenty-nine per cent of respondents replied they would like the idea of having a user-friendly 

toolkit for graphic design. This was slighty more that the actual amount of people interested in 

graphic design (23%), and it could possibly mean that some players did find this idea to be the 

most feasible (some kinds of ‘toolkits’ exist already in many games). 

. This questions was mostly theoretical as the extent and form of 

help would always greatly depend on the field of innovation. 

As many as 26% of players would like to receive active help from the developers. Even before 

formulating this question, I realised that Blizzard would propably be the least interested in such 

help as it would require using their employees’ time on research into innovations of uncertain 

quality.  

 

In third place with 23% was the suggestion of creating an Innovation Tournament for ideas 

created by players. Many of the respondents found the prospect of voting for/against the player-

made designs, and rewarding the winners (possibly by implementing the changes to the game) 

very interesting. Innovation Tournaments are already a successful source of customer-driven 

innovation in various fields99

In last place, with 22% votes, was access to separate forums for innovators. Although this was 

roughly as popular as other ideas, it received a lot of criticism from many players.   

 and, in my opinion, they would also work in the case of Blizzard. 

 

6.2 Crosstab survey results 

 

In order to gain more insight into the information I gained from conducting the survey, I decided 

to crosstab selected questions.  

 

                                                 
98 see Appendix 3.8 
99 http://innocentive.com/ 
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To start with, I combined the question of the time spent on playing WoW with the occupation of 

the respondents. The reason behind this was that people with more responsibilities tend to have 

less time to play, and thus less time to innovate. As has already been established, students 

constitute the biggest group of WoW players, moreover most of them tend to spend a lot of time 

in game. Following my previous reasoning, I would hope that they would have the neccesary 

time to innovate once given the opportunity. 

I was greatly surprised with the cross tab of people having full-time jobs with their ‘time spent in 

game’ pattern. As noted on the graph, a definite majority of them spent over 10 hours weekly 

playing, with a sizeable number exceeding 20 hours. This brings me to the assumption that they 

would also have the time needed to innovate for Blizzard, and hopefully they would be able to 

use some skills already attained in professional life.  
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Following this line of thought, I combined the questions of occupation with willingness to 

innovate. The majority of respondents who were willing to innovate for Blizzard do white-collar 

jobs, followed by a second group of people who specialise in IT. The third, yet still significant 

group, work with creative/design on a daily basis. This cross tab shows clearly that there is a 

great number of educated people playing WoW who are interested in innovating for Blizzard. 

Moreover, when looking at the previous graph, they all tend to have time for leisure activities. It 

follows, therefore, that people with the right education and skills and the right amount of time are 

the perfect target group.  
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Following the occupation cross tab, I also combined it with the area of most interest to WoW 

players. I had already established that there are a significant number of skilled players with a lot 

of free time, so in this cross tab I wanted to see which area of the game might be the subject of 

the greatest innovation. The largest number of players who work in the white-collar/IT sectors 

stated they were most interested in the Player versus Environment aspect of the game. As PVE is, 

in general, the subject of the biggest interes, this comes as no surprise. Furthermore, it can be 

assumed that this direction of innovation would not only be well done in terms of skills applied 

and time dedicated but would also be the most welcomed by Blizzard.  

Another considerable proportion of those working in white-collar/IT jobs stated that they would 

be interested in graphic design. In addition, there was also a significant number of people 

working with creative/design in professional setting. All of them could potentially be a great 

source of creative innovation.  

As third, these groups of players stated that they would be interested in improving the questing 

part of the game. As I stated previously, questing is a hugely important element of WoW, and it 

is highly unlikely anyone would ever play this game without doing quests100

                                                 
100 http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/info/basics/questlevels.html 

. Another reason why 

people would be interested in improving questing is that quests are essentially story-telling 

elements and require no special technical skills to design. This brings me to the conclusion that 

this area would definitely benefit from some innovation, as it would impact all of the player base.  
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In the last cross tab graph I wanted to investigate the dependence between time spent playing and 

the area of interest in game.  

Once again, PVE being so popular, this scored the most answers when combined with time spent 

playing. However, another reason why players spend so much time on this aspect of the game is 

that it simply takes a lot of time to practise cooperation between players to get to a level where 

this is successful. It is quite typical to have guilds meeting three to five times a week between 

19.00 and 23.00, working exclusively on the PVE aspect of the game.  

To my surpise, the second place for amount of time spent playing was graphics design. My 

interpretation of this is that people who spend a lot of time in game want to see something current 

and good looking. WoW graphics were never top of the line, and it has been criticised for being 

‘cartoonish’, WoW was released six years ago and perhaps inevitably the graphics side of the 

game has become somewhat outdated. Another reason for the interest in innovation is the 

common graphic model reuse frequently employed by Blizzard. This area is indeed an area of 

great potential for innovative ideas.  

Finally, as in the previous cross tab, there are a significant number of regular WoW players who 

are interested in improving questing. As I have mentioned previously, questing is a very 

important element of the game and takes a lot of game time, so it is in the interest of all players to 

improve it.  
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6.2 Personal interviews/pyramiding results 

 

In order to back up the information I received from the survey, I conducted 37 personal 

interviews with different World of Warcraft players101

 

. I started with 19 interviews which I 

conducted while being in-game with random players. My aim was to use the pyramiding method, 

and ask them for further recommendations to identify more capable players likely to be a rich 

source of data for my research.  

Pyramiding results 

 

Of the 19 interviews I conducted, I must say that only 5 of them proved worthwhile for me. As it 

turned out, my starting group of all WoW players was probably too large and contained many 

people who weren’t really interested in the topic. These could be considered ‘casual’ players, 

who play WoW few hours a week and do not want to spend more time on the game.  

At this point I was not really surprised but I hoped that asking for recommendations concerning 

what other players I might talk to would  bring me closer to the top of the pyramid of my target 

group. As it turned out, the idea of knowing someone in the game meant nothing compared to 

knowing someone's interests outside of it. Of 19 interviews done randomly, 14 of my respondents 

were not able to suggest to me anyone who could potentially be more deeply interested in the 

topic of innovating for WoW. The main reason they gave for this was that they simply did not 

know the ’real life’ interests, education, passions, of their online ‘friends’. At this point, I started 

to wonder whether pyramiding was actually the right tool for this kind of community. 

Fortunately, in one of the interviews I successfully obtained a recommendation regarding another 

player, which resulted in a chain of five further interviews. The last person I talked to was exactly 

in my target group. He was prepared to talk about minor changes he would like to make though 

the interview was not particularly in depth as he was careful not to say too much, not knowing 

me, and worrying I could be one of the Game Masters (any interference in WoW outside of 

accepted forms is considered a breach of the Terms of Use Agreement and could result in the 

user’s account being banned for a period of time or, in some circumstances, forever). In the end, 

he did recommend that I visit a World of Warcraft fansite http://mmowned.com that turned out to 

                                                 
101 see Appendix 4 
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be a great source of information for me as it gathered together members of my precise target 

group.  

In the end, I must say the pyramiding method proved to be successful, but without doubt this was 

largely due to some luck regarding the last person I talked to. For the online community of 

general players, the pyramiding has to be done in greater numbers or the starting group has to be 

made more specific.  

After my limited success with pyramiding, comparing the time spent to outcome, I decided to 

encourage users of mmowned.com to share their ideas with me. And so I dropped the pyramiding 

method and simply talked to the forum users who were willing to do so. The interviews were 

made via a number of Internet communication tools; i.e. chat, IRC102, Ventrilo103, Teamspeak104

Here is an example of an item designed by an mmowned.com user (axe does not exist in 

game)

 

(typical tools of communication for gamers). The total number of personal interviews with the 

mmowned.com users was eighteen.  

105: 

 

                                                 
102 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Relay_Chat 
103 http://www.ventrilo.com/ 
104 http://www.teamspeak.com/ 
105 For additional examples see Appendix 5 
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Passionate gamers gather around mmowned.com design items, mounts, or even whole maps, 

which can be used in the original game. As the game is based on the server-client relationship, 

the changes they introduce are only visible to themselves. The whole process is called ‘item 

swap’ and means that the user changes a file responsible for the look of a given item in the game 

to another file designed by him or someone else from the community. Only users who have 

changed a file can see a difference, for anyone else there is none. It is worth mentioning that such 

changes can only be done when it comes to graphic design, no game mechanics are affected per 

se (though the End User License Agreement forbids item swapping).  

The designer of the axe above described the whole (very impressive) development process: 

 "The model uses 4 custom maps. A diffuse, a self-luminance, and two other luminance 

maps used for additional effects in the handle and the blade. The four maps were originally made 

in 1024^2, but reduced to 512^2 and I realize it's considerably more than most models in WoW 

have. The model has 3046 triangles and it's divided into three parts: Handle, Blade and Skull. I 

also made specular and normal maps, although they're not present in WoW for obvious reasons. 

The textures were all 100% hand-painted on Photoshop including the fire effects; no photos or 

samples were used. 

I spent about 20 hours working on this over two weeks, the bulk being the past few days. About 

30 minutes on the concept, 2 hours on the model, 5 hours on the texture, and the rest fine-tuning 

everything and getting it in the game."106

 

 

The passionate gamers I managed to interview were usually surprised by the question of what 

help would they need from Blizzard in order to create some unique content. All of them 

responded that they are able to create very interesting designs already without Blizzard’s help, 

and that they already have to make sure that those items will be usable in the game. As such, 

when asked if any graphic design toolkit was desirable, these gamers commented that it could as 

much help them and limit them. All agreed that a toolkit of this kind would be of great help in 

popularizing the creation of WoW items among less skilled players, and, further down the line, 

would increase the variety of creations. 

                                                 
106 http://www.mmowned.com/forums/world-of-warcraft/model-editing/advanced-model-edits/294652-magmadeep-
two-handed-axe.html 
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After finally being able to interview my direct target group, I was interested to discover what 

motivated them most. The most common answer was that this was simply their hobby, and they 

did it for fun. They all stated that they would increase their work time on designing should those 

items be used in the original game.  

I also wanted to know how educated they were, and what their jobs/studies were. Their responses 

were greatly similar to the survey results, though obviously with less variety. All of them were in 

the age range of 20-33, and all were passionate about programming. As far as work was 

concerned, however, only four of them were working in software development; the remainder 

ranged from engineer to farmer. 

107

 
 

Finally, I already knew that they shared their creations with others users via wowowned.com 

forum108

                                                 
107  Mailbox designed by mmowned.com user, http://www.mmowned.com/forums/world-of-warcraft/model-
editing/advanced-model-edits/262819-wip-showoff-capital-city.html 

. I wanted to know what motivated them to actually share with others, or did they 

perhaps save their best creations for themselves? In addition, such was the case with only one 

gamer, the rest of them all stated that they shared willingly, and that the best reward for their 

work was the knowledge that others gained enjoyment from their designs.   

108 For additional examples of user created  innovation  please see Appendix 5 
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7. Results and recommendation 
Reviewing my research based on the innovation theories I have used, I have come to the 

following recommendations for online gaming companies: 

 

• Deeper integration of the player base into the creation process 

 

All existing online games have separate forums for discussions among players. Many of the 

producers use the feedback attained via this source to their advantage and are able to make 

improvements to their products on the basis of this information. Yet, as I have already stated, the 

feedback can often come from so many different individuals that it can be hard to identify the 

most useful ideas. At the same time, players are encouraged to give their feedback about existing 

products or sometimes just simply to report in-game bugs. Rarely, if ever, are players asked to 

find solutions or to innovate for the future.  

My research was based on a market leader among online gaming companies. As such, I 

recommended a real commitment to player integration into the development process by means of, 

for example, specific toolkits. Yet, for many companies operating within the online gaming 

market, developing special tools could be too much of a burden, or they might perhaps simply 

lack the resources to do so. I would recommend that gaming companies reevaluate their 

innovation process, and ask themselves if they can find a place for player generated innovation in 

the product development process. The process itself can start simply with proper moderation and 

management of game forums. They are one of the most natural means of communication on the 

Internet, and when managed effectively can become a great source of ideas.  

 

• Motivating players to innovate  

Attaining innovation from customers might be a difficult process. In my case, many users would 

willingly share their innovations, and spend their time for no other personal gain than improving 

the product they use. Yet, I am convinced that the less involvement in game, the less motivated 

the players become to innovate. For other companies on the market, it might be hard to find such 

a significant number of lead users as I have found among WoW players. Nonetheless, their 

customers might still be of great help to them. I would strongly encourage researchers to further 

develop my study on motivation among online gamers. In the case of my study of Blizzard Ent., 
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it was not difficult to find highly motivated players. It could be interesting to see how users of 

other games are possibly motivated to innovate for the game of their choosing. Would it be 

possible to implement the same motivational rewards as I suggested (i.e. recognition among the 

community)? Alternatively, maybe games with less dedicated players would not be able to 

generate such free-of-charge innovation to the extent to make the whole process worthwhile. 

 

• Outsourcing small innovation project to Innovation Tournaments 

 

As far as smaller companies with fewer resources are concerned, Innovation Tournaments are a 

perfect tool for gathering innovative ideas. I would strongly recommend any online gaming 

company to consider this option for a number of reasons. First, various tournaments associated 

with gaming already exist109

 

, meaning that gamers will be familiar with this tool.   

As such, it will be much easier to successfully implement Innovation Tournaments, as long as 

players are provided with sufficient motivation. Moreover, Innovation Tournaments always 

operate within a set of rules made by the company. Both the company and the gamers interested 

in participating derive benefit. The gaming company can decide exactly what type of innovation 

they are trying to generate, whether this be a story idea or a graphic of some kind. For users, the 

rules make it easier to submit their creations and, further down the line, to judge the ideas. It 

should also be remembered that Innovation Tournaments do not necessarily require many 

resources to implement - a simple webpage with a voting option could work well.  

• User generated innovation as a defense against unsuccessful improvements  

 

There are many reasons why user-generated innovation should be considered. One of the most 

important is the high chance of success of such innovation amongst the community. The reason 

for this is twofold. Firstly, the innovations themselves are generated from among users; secondly, 

and as a direct result, such innovations are less likely to receive criticism from within the very 

community that created them. 

 

 

                                                 
109 http://www.worldofwarcraft.com/pvp/tournament/index.xml 
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While writing this thesis, I have identified the following possible topics for further study: 

 

• Effectiveness of data-gathering theories among online communities 

 

During my class in Open Innovation, I was quite excited about the pyramiding method of 

reaching the lead users and, via them, getting the ‘best’ innovation ideas. However, when I tried 

to use this method for my research it seemed quite inappropriate. One could argue that my 

starting group was simply too large, or that the task was just too big for one person to carry out. I 

did consider both of these factors and, while they may be partly true, I have identified one more 

obstacle to success when using the pyramiding method. In my search for lead users, I assumed 

that these users not only change the game to their liking but create those changes themselves 

(having the appropriate knowledge to do so). It turned out that the people, who play with each 

other in game, as friends or guild mates, often do not know much about each other. As such, it 

was incredibly frustrating not being able to move up the pyramid simply because the vital part of 

pyramiding - recommendation - could not be achieved. All of this resulted in my doubting 

whether all data-gathering theories are suitable for online communities. In ‘real life’ the 

respondents quite often live close to each other, shop in the same shops, and may even know each 

other, yet none of these factors can be true for online communities. I think it would be extremely 

interesting to undertake some research into which data-gathering mechanisms can be successfully 

used in an online setting and which cannot, and to identify the reasons for this (I did receive close 

to 700 survey replies which can, I would suggest, be considered a success). 

 

• Identifying the limits for user-generated innovation  

 

User-generated innovation is currently on the rise, being implemented by more and more 

companies110

                                                 
110 http://www.spiegel.de/international/business/0,1518,550911,00.html 

. Users are proving to be as knowledgeable as professionals working in their fields, 

and often, thanks to their unique perspective, they are able to propose very innovative and radical 

solutions. Still, there are many who doubt that users can ever produce innovation which is on a 

par with in-house results. The typical argument used to support this is that users cannot be as 
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knowledgeable as professionals. However, many examples prove this statement to be wrong111

8. Conclusion  

. 

In my thesis, I was surprised how willing and professional many of the lead users can be; the 

example of the axe proved that the quality of design can actually be better than what is being 

offered in game at a given moment. I could argue that, given the chance, there is simply no area 

in online gaming where user-generated innovation cannot be used. But what about other ‘real 

world’ applications? After looking at innocentive.com, I am amazed what kinds of cases are 

being solved. I would recommend any researchers to actually take on a challenge and find a limit 

to user-generated innovation, and to see if there are areas where it would simply not be 

applicable.  

 
The purpose of this paper was to describe the potential benefits and pitfalls of using user-

generated innovation in online gaming. Although I consider my findings a success, they were not 

arrived at without difficulties. During my research, I faced the issue of whether some innovation 

theories could actually be applied to online communities in the ways I had originally expected, 

and this necessitated changes in my data-gathering strategy resulting in longer research time. In 

the course of this considerable task of researching the biggest current Massive Multiplayer Online 

game, I received feedback from close to 800 people, though this is obviously a very small sample 

of the 11 million currently playing. Yet, as I have pointed out, I was able to back up my findings 

with sound data. 

I have proved beyond doubt that the players of World of Warcraft are willing and able to produce 

high-quality innovation. Moreover, my research has found that the gaming company is not 

necessary required to invest a lot into gathering innovative ideas from players. The reason for this 

is that players are already creating items for the game, and using them on their own computers 

(and, consequently, violating the Terms of Agreement). Another important finding is the 

motivation behind the willingness to innovate for the game. Most of the creative players I was 

able to approach were willing to spend their own free time for nothing more than the knowledge 

that the game will get better and become more interesting thanks to their efforts. The majority of 

innovators were selfless, skilled people, whom any gaming company should aim to attract.  

                                                 
111 https://gw.innocentive.com/ar/challenge/browse 
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Overall, I am confident that engaging into open innovation will be of great value for gaming 

companies. In common with all businesses, they are keen to attract customers and to keep them 

loyal. I conclude that deeper player involvement in the creation process of the game they are 

playing will not only significantly improve the product, but will also make the players more 

engaged, and, as a result, more loyal. As such, they will introduce more players to the game, 

some of whom will bring additional innovations. I have no doubt that allowing players to take an 

active part in the game development process will actually improve the market position of any 

company and, consequently, increase their earnings.  

 

As a result of this analysis, I have come to the conclusion that the best course of action to attain a 

deeper understanding of the topic would be to conduct more detailed research into the 

motivations of the online communities. I have found that some of the theories simply do not work 

in an online setting, as people behave in different ways, and exchange different information 

between each other than would be the case in ’real life’. It is hard to picture, in the real world, 

people helping to design or build a leisure facility, for example, even though they would be users 

of such a facility when built. That is exactly what players of World of Warcraft are willing to do. 

Open Innovation is a great concept, but it is new. As is well known, the greatest threat to 

innovation is not fear of the new, but the comfort of using the old and familiar.  
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10. Appendixes  
Appendix 1 
 
Various types of MMOs: 
 - Tabula Rasa, Sci-Fi MMO 

 - Auto Assault, post apocalyptic world aka Mad Max 

 - Matrix Online 

 - Eve Online, 300.000 players are still playing- Sci-Fi MMO that is considered one of the 

 most "hardcore" games 

 - BattleForge, online mix of RTS and card game 

 - Huxley, MMO-FPS 

 - Cities XL, Online version of SimCity 

 - Champions Online, super hero MMO 

 - DC Universe Online, super hero MMO 

 - City of Heroes/Villains, super hero MMO 

 - Fallen Earth, post apocalyptic  

 - Earthrise, post apocalyptic   

 - The Secret World, Vampire world 

 - All Points Bulletin, Grand Theft Auto MMO 

 - Star Trek Online 

 - StarGate Worlds 

 - Aion, RPG MMO with great graphics 

 - Free Realms, MMO for children 
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Appendix 2 
 
List of World of Warcraft regions: 
- US/Oceanic (separate, but players can choose any of them): United States, Canada, Australia, 

 New Zealand, Singapore, Mexico, Chile, Argentina, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, 

 Macau, 

- Europe: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia & 

 Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, 

 France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kosovo, Latvia, 

 Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldova, Monaco, 

 Montenegro, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, San Marino, 

 Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United 

 Kingdom, Vatican City (Holy See)   

- Asia: China, Korea, Taiwan,  
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Appendix 3.1 

What is your age? 

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
5-15 6 7 4 4 0.03 21 
15-22 46 142 102 91 0.55 381 
22-30 30 76 50 41 0.284 197 
30-40 5 32 20 7 0.092 64 
40+ 2 14 6 8 0.043 30 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Appendix 3.2 

What is your occupation? 

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
Student 50 147 112 93 0.58 402 
Part time job 4 15 8 9 0.052 36 
Full time job 28 92 49 27 0.283 196 
Unemployed 7 17 13 22 0.085 59 
answered question 693 
skipped question 

 0 
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Appendix 3.3 

What is your job/study category? 

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
white collar 16 51 36 25 0.185 128 
blue collar 8 12 14 5 0.056 39 
creative/design 7 32 22 21 0.118 82 
management 8 29 18 8 0.091 63 
customer service (all kinds of customer contact) 10 26 10 15 0.088 61 
IT 21 76 49 45 0.276 191 
Other (please specify) 19 45 33 32 0.186 129 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Other responses: 

random 

researcher 

superior schools study; Italian Scientific address (more maths, latin and chemistry) 

student 

craftsman 

Im looking for job. 

Physics 

None 

Musician 

Engineering 

ice hockey 

No, I will not specify. 

Navy 

I have no idea what this is XD 

buisness owner 

general classes 

Goverment security 

Schoolteacher 

Music industry. 

Forensic science 

school 

High School 

Mortician 

Political Science/Philosophy 

Student 

College student studying psychology to become forensic psychiatrist. 

Boarding school 

English Education College Student 

maths 

Unemployed 
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cheff, waiter, pograming, IT, snow scooter driver +++ 

None 

Math 

Security 

massage therapy 

chinese studies 

Studying electronics 

Military 

Usual School 

n/a 

Studying to become a teacher 

Pharmacy Tech 

Astrophysics 

none 

High School Student 

unemployed 

Japanese BA 

None 

Student 

engineer 

Medical 

international relations 

engineer 

I'm in school. 

High school 

education 

EMT-Basic/Firefighter level 2, Hazmat WMD certified 

IT Security 

Nursing 

just in high school. 

teaching 
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business 

Math 

Education 

Furry 

Education 

truth been told, I don't speak english, so I don't understand what you mean with white or blue 

collar :/ I work in a cinema 

high school 

English Teacher living abroad. 

auto 

Biosciences 

Language/communication 

Offshore engineering 

High school equivalent. 

Student 

human resources management 

science 

Medicine 

Plummer 

Plumber 

school 

no job:student 

I have a part time job and am a student. I work in the IT customer service industry (being a 

technical support agent) and I'm studying software systems development, so IT for study 

catagory. 

don't know 

Home maker 

Mechanic 

well im unemployed, but im... fantastic to drawing and im really creative ^-^, thinking about 

writing a book :p 

produce  buyer formajor grociery chain 
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Author 

Psychology 

Domestic Engineer 

unemployed 

Business owner 12-15 employees 

I don't have a specific category. 

Musician 

Program Development 

Law 

hospitality 

Trade 

Languages at uni 

Check question 2 

medicine/health care 

Nurse 

Soldier 

Scientist 

Student course of Sciences & Technology 

Local Government Professional 

Medicine 

Engineering 

puplic school 

Health care 

sleeping 

Sociology 

Agriculture 

medical 

School. 

Natur sience 

construction 

Technician 
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Drugdealer :D 

Chemistry (don't know what category it falls under, could be either white or blue collar) 

Construction 

health care 

Science degree 

School 

unemployed 

Chef 

I am a musician 

Medical school 
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Appendix 3.4 

How many hours weekly do you spend playing WoW?  

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
1-10 89 0 0 0 0.128 89 
10-20 0 271 0 0 0.391 271 
20-30 0 0 182 0 0.263 182 
30 + 0 0 0 151 0.218 151 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Appendix 3.5 

Would you be interested in personally improving WoW ? 

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
Yes 74 222 154 134 0.843 584 
No 15 49 28 17 0.157 109 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Appendix 3.6 

Which part of the game would you like to/could improve? (multiple choice)  

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
graphics (design new armor sets, weapons etc) 44 134 97 92 0.53 367 
questing (new type of quests) 37 120 82 68 0.443 307 
pve (new boss mechanics, new dungeon models) 58 190 139 108 0.714 495 
pvp (design new arenas, battlegrounds) 31 83 69 59 0.349 242 
design new/improve events (Winter Veil, Halloween etc) 28 75 44 42 0.273 189 
Other (please specify) 66 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Other Responses: 

 

story 

lore! 

itemization 

More Classes/Races 

More class balance 

More - massive - ingame events like the scourge invasion or the opening of the gates. 

Larger variety in how the "story" plays out - allow the game to be shifted regularly with large 

cities (capital city being taken over like WG is now etc) 

I'd like to create new factions (Think netherwing) create more solo play objectives aside from 

farming old content for achievements. Character only epic quests which will somehow define 

your ability to play, ie. Make you earn a 4th glyph slot or something if you can complete 

relatively simply class understanding checks and challenges. 

Professions, especially crafting related ones. 

Access, Interactivity, Interface. 

separate pve from pvp completely 

get rid of arenas 

More Alliance and Horde NPCs actually going after one another in battle with siege weapons 

etc. with continuous waves. 

Not really sure specifically what I could do to be honest. 

develeoup classes better 

Interface options and fixing bugs (vanish, blink etc) 

i dont understand this question, does it mean what am i able to improve or what would i like to 

see improved? 

The Lore 

serverlag 

Make it harder to get gear, again. 

Professions 

making abilities work differently in PvP and PvE enviroments 
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new mounts 

Also bring back old PvE Content, Naxx / Ony 40. Make Pre-BC Servers and BC Servers. 

I'd like to work on the lore, it's my favourite part of WoW :) 

More social aspects such as developing the LFG tool, integrating more inter-guild relations 

and more reasons to go to low level areas (maybe a buddy system?) 

Soundtrack and landscape 

World PvP is dead. I'd like a new quel'danas to be made. Wintergrasp had a lot of potential, 

but the problem is that pretty much all the PvP action only occurs in battle times. They should 

have made more daily quests for "peaceful" times aswell. 

environment design 

Class balance in PvP. 

Abilities and Talents 

A more immersive world through details like average citizens (farmers, more children, etc) 

Improve character models 

improve design of clothes, make up, hair etc. 

bring some degree of challenge back to wow. 

Pandaren Empire.  Pandaren Characters 

Improve charachter models 

roleplaying support 

games is great. wish more addons we all use were part of interface. think blizzard is 

continually improving 

more rare mounts 

improve the game engine, the graphics/looks are really outdated. Other than that its perfect, 

and this is coming from a person that has been playing wow for 5 years. 

Fx. The badge system is good an all, but they should have stopped at the conquest mark 

upgrade 

class mechanics 

Less ugly heads :P 

Making PvE how it used to be pre-muru nerf. 

for short, gameplay 

Class design 
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No free epics 

Job at Blizzard would be neat. But I doubt that will ever happen for many reasons. I could 

design better grapchis, but I am not a graphics designer. I would like to create new dungeon 

models and events and things, though of course Blizzard might not want to go the way I would 

like. But I like to create ideas. 

the whole gearing up system - ie not by badges in heroics 

Vertical movement. 

None 

Player communication skills & respect 

Class Mechanics, Item Design (As in stat customization) 

RP based Spell, RP based combat etc. etc. 

Comminuty aspect 

new and improved character models (especially for orcs) 

Remove GearScore, Skill>Gear 

cc- make classes diffreent again so you need a range of classes to do a dungeon not so any old 

class can have cc so it's not a zerg fest and grab what you can get group 

You should really have phrased this better. As I didn't want to personally improve the game. 

"Rebuild" the PvE levelling system. 

old unresolved bugs. Some bugs are 3-4 years old and still around! 

Seriously, just remove the whole battelground system, even tough it means alot of pressure on 

the servers, nothing can compete with the old days huge outdoor pvp battles in all the diffrent 

regions. Give the game back the whole aspect of horde versus alliance, not the cheap ass lets 

do a duel 3 vs 3 in an arena stuff. 

new classes and races 

Improving the pvp system by changing classes 

Role-Play centered Patches 
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Appendix 3.7 

What motivates you to innovate and share your ideas? (multiple choice)  

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?   

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent Response Count 
I just want for the game to be better 78 240 171 136 0.902 625 
Recognition in the community 14 31 16 24 0.123 85 
Future work prospects at Blizzard 12 43 31 34 0.173 120 
I would just do it if I was paid 17 34 21 21 0.134 93 
Other (please specify) 16 
answered question 693 
skipped question 0 
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Other responses: 

Learn how game development works 

none of the above 

The enjoyment of being part of something like this, mainly. 

I think of idea because they are interesting. 

I want to make the game more challenging and fun 

i like innovating 

To know that I contributed something to the game where millions of people 

would see it. 

a better game means a more entertained me 

New type of Chris Metezen, pisses directly into your mouth. 

Since Blizzard staff are pathetic. 

Balanced PvP 

I can't spend much time if not paid. I have my own work. 

would love to help blizzard to improve their game(s) 

None 

See above 

To make the game more fun for me and for the millions of others who enjoy 

it 
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Appendix 3.8 

What kind of help would you expect from Blizzard in order to be able to innovate? (multiple choice)   

 
How many hours weekly do you spend playing 
WoW?    

Answer Options 1-10 10-20 20-30 30 + Response Percent 
Response 
Count 

Toolkit-“user-friendly” design tools 48 134 84 79 0.498 345  
access to separate forum for Innovators  28 112 70 52 0.378 262  
active help in developing ideas from Blizzard 38 127 83 64 0.45 312  
Innovation Tournament  40 104 75 65 0.41 284  
Other (please specify) 17  
answered question 693  

skipped question 
 

0  
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Other responses:  

none of the above, blizzard is doing a fine job, we already have a suggestions forum for this, 

there is no need for more people thinking they can do better to post stuff, if the idea is good on 

the suggestions forum then blizzard will look into it, blizzard has its name for greatest MMO, 

if not game, for a reason. 

Just a set of rules we could follow while designing new quests. im sure bliz devs arent allowed 

to create just any kind of quest. 

none of the above 

listening to balancing ideas from the fans 

The things i wanted to improve or change arent game breaking, simply things that always been 

a problem or borring, so i dont think it would need approval of any kind. 

the answers here are very poorly worded so i dont know what to pick 

I think the forums as they are will do, they will probalby have a close watch on their 

community as well. But the things that the community thinks of, will probably hard to balance 

out. 

innovation camp for the best 

I was forced to choose one of the answers but I wanted to put "none" 

anything other than pleading against tards to G.C. 

Illustrious fan art of an erotic nature 

Help from the Blizz employee's in the specific fora, a combinatrion from 2 and 3 

I don't like Innovation Tournament, because even if your idea is good, someone will most 

propably be more popular than you. 

None 

Forum as in discussion with people in a room, hands on with paper infront of you, not just 

over the web but in a studio like environment. 

See above 

nagging devs to work on outstanding bugs 
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Appendix 4 

 

2/16 17:39:02.000  To Stinastump: think  we can start:) 

2/16 17:39:23.826  To Stinastump: simple questions, how old are you? and where are you from ? 

2/16 17:39:46.377  Stinastump whispers: im done :P 

2/16 17:40:14.181  To Stinastump: so.. 

2/16 17:40:16.112  To Stinastump: simple questions, how old are you? and where are you from ? 

2/16 17:40:22.082  Stinastump whispers: 16 sweden 

2/16 17:40:43.612  To Stinastump: how many hours per week do u spend in wow ? 

2/16 17:41:00.065  Stinastump whispers: hmm, about 2 hour /day:P 

2/16 17:41:13.185  To Stinastump: is there anything in wow that you would like to improve? 

2/16 17:41:30.374  Stinastump whispers: u mean improve with the game? 

2/16 17:41:33.424  To Stinastump: yes 

2/16 17:42:13.354  Stinastump whispers: dont think so :p 

2/16 17:42:48.996  Stinastump whispers: are u a gm? >.< 

2/16 17:43:20.416  To Stinastump: ok:) then only 1 more question, do you anyone who you think 

would like to improve wow and has the skills to do it personally ? 

2/16 17:43:43.220  Stinastump whispers: i dont :P 

2/16 17:43:52.032  Stinastump whispers: Are you a GM or something? :PP 

2/16 17:44:00.902  To Stinastump: fine enough, thanks for your time,  

2/16 17:44:05.849  To Stinastump: i never said I am 

2/16 17:44:09.538  To Stinastump: ^^ 

2/16 17:44:11.516  Stinastump whispers: k xD 

2/16 17:46:13.413  To Stinastump: anyway, thanks for your time, need to get some more 

interviews going,  

2/16 17:46:20.528  Stinastump whispers: kk np :)) 

2/16 17:46:21.323  To Stinastump: cya round, and have a great time 

2/16 17:46:25.683  Stinastump whispers: u too :P 
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2/16 17:47:05.668  To Rangah: hello, im conducting interviews among wow players, could i ask 

for 5 minutes of your time ? 

2/16 17:47:16.685  Rangah whispers: sure 

2/16 17:47:30.826  Stinastump whispers: k ^^ 

2/16 17:47:42.547  To Rangah: great, simple start: how old are you, and what do you do? 

student/job etc ? 

2/16 17:47:56.362  Rangah whispers: 17 / Student 

2/16 17:48:08.449  To Rangah: how many hours per week do u spend in wow ? 

2/16 17:48:45.397  Rangah whispers: 15-20 

2/16 17:49:00.432  To Rangah: is there anything in wow that you would like to improve? 

2/16 17:49:13.637  Rangah whispers: Worldpvp :D 

2/16 17:49:29.510  To Rangah: do you have any ideas of how could it be done ? 

2/16 17:50:07.262  To Rangah: simple yes/no is enough 

2/16 17:50:09.383  Rangah whispers: bring back Isle of Quel'Danas ^^ with lvl 80 dailies,no 

flying mounts 

2/16 17:50:14.742  To Rangah: ok 

2/16 17:50:44.117  To Rangah: if asked to, could you design a pvp place like that ? (technical 

knowledge required) 

2/16 17:51:09.424  Rangah whispers: dont think so,i'm not so creative 

2/16 17:52:07.518  To Rangah: ok, thats almout all, just one last question, do you know anyone 

who would want to change anything in wow and according to you would do it better tahn you ( 

have better technical knowledge/is mroe creative etc) 

2/16 17:53:05.066  Rangah whispers: perhaps Toxo 

2/16 17:53:18.025  To Rangah: great, thanks a lot for your time 

2/16 17:53:50.203  Rangah whispers: no problem 

 

 

 

2/16 18:27:29.659  To Gowing: hello, im conducing a series of survyes about wow, could I 

maybe take 5 minutes of your time? 

2/16 18:27:48.749  Gowing whispers: eh ok 
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2/16 18:28:07.901  To Gowing: great, simple ones at start, what is ur age and occupation ? 

2/16 18:28:22.914  Gowing whispers: age 17 sweden 

2/16 18:28:35.570  To Gowing: how many hours do u spend in wow per week ? 

2/16 18:28:49.133  Gowing whispers: can play every day 

2/16 18:29:09.958  To Gowing: and how many hours usually ? 

2/16 18:29:16.196  Gowing whispers: 12 hours 

2/16 18:29:35.071  To Gowing: is there anything in wow that you would like to improve? 

2/16 18:29:45.683  Gowing whispers: for what ? 

2/16 18:29:52.286  To Gowing: just any aspect opf the game 

2/16 18:30:00.657  Gowing whispers: dunno 

2/16 18:30:55.089  To Gowing: ok, then do you know anyone who would like to improve some 

things in the game?  

2/16 18:31:02.016  Gowing whispers: nope 

2/16 18:31:25.010  To Gowing: ok, thank you for ur time 

2/16 18:31:33.728  Gowing whispers: k 

2/16 18:31:37.802  Gowing whispers: np 

 

2/16 18:35:56.288  To Manbearpiig: hello, im conducting a series of surveyes about wow, could 

I maybe take 5 minutes of your time? 

2/16 18:36:07.445  Manbearpiig whispers: lol sure 

2/16 18:36:15.141  To Manbearpiig: what is ur age and occupation? 

2/16 18:36:27.281  Manbearpiig whispers: im 23 and im jobless 

2/16 18:36:37.067  To Manbearpiig: how many hours per week do you usually spend playing 

wow? 

2/16 18:36:45.483  Manbearpiig whispers: 2many have 6 80s 

2/16 18:36:51.879  To Manbearpiig: and in hours ? 

2/16 18:37:01.682  Manbearpiig whispers: say 5 a day more on raid nights 

2/16 18:37:09.029  To Manbearpiig: is there anything you would like to improve in the game? 

2/16 18:37:23.892  Manbearpiig whispers: im good recount healer.. my dps on warlok is low 

2/16 18:37:56.905  To Manbearpiig: but in the game itself, not your play skill  
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2/16 18:38:18.531  Manbearpiig whispers: would liek beter gear my druid have 400 dkp nowt 

healign druid ever drops 

2/16 18:38:25.126  Manbearpiig whispers: so gear improvment be nice 

2/16 18:39:04.053  To Manbearpiig: hmm, i mean the way how the game works, do u think raids 

coult be better? or class skills? or balance or graphics etc 

2/16 18:40:12.754  Manbearpiig whispers: games awsum.. graphics are good for how big the 

game is.. more classes be nice wow has 12million plus people .. they amke shit loads money.. 

more classes more races :) 

2/16 18:40:25.143  To Manbearpiig: do you think you could make the improvements yourself 

given the apropriate tools/support? 

2/16 18:40:42.494  To Manbearpiig: like, help designing some parts, even small of the game? 

2/16 18:40:53.148  Manbearpiig whispers: me hell no... i strugle 2 reset my router 

2/16 18:41:22.205  To Manbearpiig: :D ok great, do u maybe know anyone who would be 

interested in making such changes? 

2/16 18:41:51.378  Manbearpiig whispers: hmmm maybe guy called scarab in my guild he is in2 

computing etc mate 

2/16 18:42:12.620  To Manbearpiig: ok, thanks a lot for ur time:) hope you have a good time 

2/16 18:42:14.490  To Manbearpiig: yes :) 

 

2/16 18:15:20.878  To Toxo: hello, im conducting series of surveys about wow, could i take 5 

minutes of ur time ? 

2/16 18:15:25.921  Toxo: Level 80 Night Elf Priest <The Hit Squad> - Dalaran 

2/16 18:42:04.654  Toxo whispers: Hey 

2/16 18:42:59.326  Toxo whispers: Yeah, sure 

2/16 18:43:03.401  To Toxo: what is ur age and occupation? 

2/16 18:43:22.902  Toxo whispers: 18, freelance webdesigner 

2/16 18:43:38.786  To Toxo: how many hours per week do you usually spend playing wow? 

2/16 18:43:52.596  Toxo whispers: Between 50 and 80 

2/16 18:44:09.663  To Toxo: is there anything you would like to improve in the game? 

2/16 18:44:33.090  Toxo whispers: Plenty 

2/16 18:44:37.497  To Toxo: ^^ 
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2/16 18:44:43.743  To Toxo: do you think you could make the improvements yourself given the 

apropriate tools/support? 

2/16 18:45:38.798  Toxo whispers: Not really, unless hypothesis and theories and suggestions 

counts as making improvements myself 

2/16 18:46:15.853  To Toxo: im thinking more of designing parts of the game, even smallest like 

a new sword graphic model 

2/16 18:46:51.005  Toxo whispers: For graphical design, no, I do not have the skill to illustrate 

such models by hand 

2/16 18:48:04.114  To Toxo: understandably, would you be able to do so if u had a graphic 

design toolkit 

2/16 18:48:08.489  To Toxo: made especially for wow ? 

2/16 18:49:12.452  Toxo whispers: In all probability, no 

2/16 18:49:39.840  Toxo whispers: It would depend on how the toolkit worked 

2/16 18:50:13.231  To Toxo: ok, is there anyone you know who could posses neccesary skills to 

make such changes/innovations ?  

2/16 18:51:27.238  Toxo whispers: Graphical designers? I know a few who can do it by hand, a 

few who can do it through applications and I'm part of a community that includes very talented 

graphical and 3D designers 

2/16 18:52:15.062  To Toxo: great, but im looking only for wow players who would like to 

spend their time on improving wow (graphical design is just example, can be anything, also boss 

mechanics etc) 

2/16 18:53:16.146  Toxo whispers: Well, I won't report you :) The kind of people you're looking 

for you can find by the plenty on MMOwned.com 

2/16 18:53:31.973  Toxo whispers: But finding someone who will do so for free are few 

2/16 18:54:02.088  To Toxo: i never really said for free, im rather researching the possibility of 

using wow players as a sourve of innovation 

 

To  Nalla:hello, im conducting a series of surveys about wow, could I maybe take 5 minutes of 

your time? 

Nalla Whispers: yeah, sure 

To  Nalla: what is ur age and occupation? 
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Nalla Whispers: 25, just got my bachelors in graphic design 

 

To  Nalla:how many hours per week do you usually spend playing wow? 

Nalla Whispers: round 5 per day, so I'd say 30+ per week 

 

To  Nalla:is there anything you would like to improve in the game? yes/no is enough 

To  Nalla:Nalla Whispers: no not really 

 

To  Nalla:do you think you could make the improvements yourself given the appropriate 

tools/support? Maybe new models considering ur education? 

Nalla Whispers: I am to lazy to do that. 

To  Nalla:is there anyone you know who could posses necessary skills to make such 

changes/innovations ? 

Nalla Whispers: not really 
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Appendix 5 
 
Other examples of player generated innovation: weapons, areas, character models. 
Those examples are only being used on private computers; this usage is against the Terms of Use 
Agreement. 
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